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O. Introduction 
Two of  the early theorems about recursively enumerable (r.e.) degrees 
were the "splitting theorem" 
AaVboVb 1 (0< a ~. a = b 0 u b 1 ^  b01b l) 
and tile "density theorem" 
AaAcVb(c  < a -* c < b < a) .  
The first says that any nonzero r.e. degree can be written as the join of 
two incomparable r.e. degrees. Let (c, a) be any interval of r.e. degrees 
where tile notation is to always imply that e a are r.e. degrees and e < a. 
The second theorem says that (e, a) 4= 0. Both were proved by Sacks, 
the former in [4, p. 217, Corollary 1 ] and the latter in [5]. It was 
tempting to conjecture that a common generalization of these two theo- 
rems might be true: 
(*) AaAcVboVb l (C<a~.a~-boUb l ^c<b 0 ^c<b l ^bolb l ) .  
That is, for every interval (¢. a) it might be possible to write a as the 
join of  two members of (c, at. This questions was specifically raised by 
Robinson in [ 1, p. 313 ] where some generalizations of the density theo- 
rem may be found. The purpose of this paper is to show that (*) is not 
true. 
The only progress that has been made in the other direction, i.e., to- 
wards determining when one r.e. degree will split over another, is the 
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following unpublished "heorem of  Robinson: 
AaAc  Vbo Vb l (c< a ^ c'=O'.~,  a= bo U b I ^ c < bo ^  c< b I ^ bo ib~), 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In § ! we formulate the problem 
in a way appropriate to our solution, In § 2 we present he construction 
of  a counterexample to (*) and discuss the intuition behind the con- 
struction. In § 3 we list some properties of the construction and prove 
the two main propositions while assuming the rest. In §4 we discuss the 
verification of  the properties of  the construction taken for granted in § 3. 
This last section presents peculiar difficulties in that we have not ye! 
found any reasonable way to carry out the verification, The proofs in 
this part of the paper do not provide new insight, They merely serve to 
demonstrate hat the construction, which is intuitively plausible, really 
does serve the purpose for which it is intended, 
For general information on the theory of  recursive fimctions the 
reader should consult [ 3 ]. A good introduction to degree theory is [ 71. 
1. Formulation of the problem 
ForA, Cc  w letA + C denote (~,- : x ~ A)u  {2x + 1 : x ~ C} so that 
deg(A + C) = deg(A) u deg(C). We shall construct r.e. sets A and C such 
that deg(A) 4: deg(C), and for any r.e. sets B 0, B 1 
deg(A + C) = deg(B ° + C) u deg(B t + C) =~ deg(A) 
< deg(B ° + C) v deg(A) < deg(B i + C).  
This is clearly sufficient o refute (*), because we can take a = deg(A + C'3 
ar:d c = deg(C). The sets A and C will be enumerated i~an infinite numbel 
of stages numbered 0, 1, 2 .... at most one number being enumerated in 
A u C at any given stage. 
It is customary in recursion theory to consider partial functions whose 
arguments and ~. Aues range through ~0. Here we find it convenient to 
turn partial functions into total ones by introducing 60 as a new element 
of the codomain. Thus instead of a partial function ~o in u {60A : A c 60} 
we shall consider ~p' E (60 o {60))"~, where ¢'(x) = ~(x) if ~o(~:) is defined 
and ~0'(x)= 60 otherwise, For the enumeration of  A and C we suppose 
given binary functions ~.~, ~ii, 0~, 0 i, q~0 ~b0 xpl ~1 and finite sets of  na- 
tural numbers B°(s), BJ(s) for eachi  and s < ~0, More precisely ;kx --i(x, s), 
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xx  i¢x. s), Xx 0 (x. s), xx O (x. s), Xx xx 4,O(x. s), Xx ,p](x. s), 
Xx ~)](x. s), B}~(s), and B](s) arc assumed to be given immediately after 
stage s. For  the reader unfamiliar with Church's X-notation we recall that 
},x r(x, s) denotes the unary f imction f such that f (x )  = r(x. s) for each x 
The sequences (B°i(s) • s < ~o) and (B](s) • s < oo> are to be increasing 
with respect to c but not n~.zessarily strictly increasing. We say that n is 
enumerated in B~ ~ at stage s if either s = 0 and n 6 B°(O), or s > 0 and 
n e B~?(s) B}~(s I). Similarly tbr B~. We shall suppose further that for 
all i, s and t the lMIowing seven condit ions are satisfied, for convenience 
we drop the subscript i: 
( I )  x <. ~(x, s )< ~(x + 1. s), and similarly for O. ~o and ~].l: 
(2) if ~(x, s), ~(x. t) < co mid s < t then ~(x, s) -~ ~(x, t), and similarly 
for O, ~o and ~I:  
(3) Z(x, s) = co if and only if ~e(x. s) = co, and similarly for ( ®, 0), 
(~I,O. ~o>, and (q , l  ~1): 
(4) if - (x ,  s + 1 ) e - (x ,  s) < w or ~(x, s) < ~(.-', s + I) then some num- 
ber ~< ~(x, s) is enumerated in C at stage s + 1 : 
t5) if O(x. s + 1) .~ O(x, s~ < co or O(x, s) < O(x, s + 1) then some 
number ~< O(x, s) is enumerated by B ° u B 1 u Cat  stage s + 1 ; 
(61 if q*°(.v, s + 1 ) -~ q*°(x, s) < co or ~°(x, s) < .)°(x, s + 1 ) then 
some number < ~°(x. s) is enumerated inA u Cat  s.age s + 1, and 
similarly Ik~r ( g,l, ~1 >: 
(7) i f x  is enumerated in B ° at stages + 1 then q]°(x, s) = 1, and simi- 
larly for (B  I, .pl }. 
For i < ~o and,  < 2 le! B~i denote to {Bi(s ) : s < oo}. For a sequence 
~o in too u {w))  '° let lims~o(s) be n if ¢(s) = n for all sufficiently large s, 
and be co otherwise. Lot {i denote the unary function defined by 
gi(x) = lims~i(x, s), ~ , ,  0 f  qo, and ~] be defined similarly. Let - i  be 
file unary functiml d,.flned by ~i{.v) = lims~-i(x, s) if giIx) < o0, and 
-' i(x) = ¢o otherwise. Let 0 i, ~,0, and ~,~ be defined similarly. In the 
latter sections of  the paper we shall show how effectively to enumerate 
A and C, from the given functions and sets, so that, for all i. 
(8) ai  :# A, 
(9 )A= Oi^nP= *~ ' ^ BI= "~l'B°i +CvA <~rB) +C" 
This program is sufficient for ous needs provided that for all i, Bp, 
~', ~i, etc. can be effectively generated in such a way that for every r.e. 
set D recursive in C there exists i such that "-i = D, and for every pair o f  
r.e. sets (D °, D t ) which satisfies 
( lO)O ° <rA +C ^  D ~ <rA + C^ A <r D° +O~ +C, 
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there exists an i such that 
( l l )A  = 0i ^ D°=B/°= qo ^  O t =n/l = ~.  
To complete this section we 21Micate briefly how effectively to gener- 
ate the given functions - i ,  ~i, etc., and B/O, B! in a suitable way. Let 
<< 'z . , ,  ' 0 i ,  ' , o ,  ' ,  I ,  ' - i < ,o> , 
be an effective numeration of all sextuples <'_--, '0 , '  O°, ' q l ,B O, ,B i ) 
such that 'B °, 'B l are recursively enumerable subsets o f  ¢o, and 'X, 'e ,  
,#0, ,~l  are partial recursive functionals mapping 2 ~ , 2 ~' X 2" × 2 `o , 
2"  X 2" and ,"~ × ,.'~ , respectively, into (~, u ~.tou . Let A(s) and 
C(s) denote the finite sets of  numbers which have been enumerated in A 
and C respectively by the end of stage s. t fx,  i < s and '- i(C(s))(x) is 
computed in <s steps, let '~i(x, s) be the number of steps in its computa 
tion. Otherwise let '~i(x. s) be co. Define 
~i(":, s)=sup({'~/(x, s~)u {~i(y, s~: y < x} 
U {~i(x, t) : ~i(x, t) < ~ ^ t < s}). 
Let -i(x, s) = 'Xi(C(s))(x) if ~i(x. s) < ¢o, and let ---i(x, s) = co otherwise. 
The pair < 0 i, O) is defined similarly except hat the function arguments 
are now B/O(s), B~(s), C(s). Similarly for the definition of each of  the 
pairs ( ~0, ~o) and < qs/l, ~I > the function arguments are A(s), C(s). For 
j < 2 let 'B~(s) be the finite set of  numbers enumerated in 'B i by the end 
of ,;tage s. For]  < 2 let B~(s) be 0 ifs ~< i, and be 
otherwise. It is easy to check that the conditions (1 ) - (7 )  are all satis-. 
fled and that if(D, D °, D l) is any triple of  r.e. sets satisfying O <r  C 
and (i 0), then there exists i such that : i  = D and (1 ~ ). 
2. The priority tree and the construction 
In this secti)n we shaU state a method of  effectively enumerating A 
and C so that the requisite conditions 
~i A = oi ^ B° = *° ^ BI = dJI .~. A ~'r B° + C v A ~r  B) + C 
and ~s ~ : ~'i 4: A, are satisfied for all i. As is often tile case in tile con- 
struction of r.e. sets we shall have to weave together many different 
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strategies to allow for all possible contingencies. We first define a tree 
structure which will provide us with a way of classifying the atomic parts 
into which our construction naturally falls. Let a 0, a 1, a 2, w, d 0, d I and 
f be primitive objects, A finite sequence a = (a o . . . .  , a t > is a characteristic 
sequence or characteristic for short if either a = O, or 
a; ~ (a o. a l, a:, w, d o, d l )u  ( I f )  x ~) ,  
Ai< l (a iE  {w, d 0, d I) u (.~f) x co)). 
Let the set of  characteristics a uch that a z f~ (a o, a l, a2) be denoted by 
G, and let the set of all characteristics bedenoted by G*. By a n a0 we 
mean (a o ..... a t. ao>, by a *~ ( f  1) we mean (a o .. . . .  a t, (.f, ])>,and so on. 
The order ~fa  denoted O(a) is defined inductively for all a 6 G ~)y 
O(0) = 0, O(b n do ) ,- O(b), O(b n w) = O(b c~ dl )  = O(b) + 1, a,ld 
O(b ~' (f, n)) = n + i, Let <* be the unique strict linear ordering of 
(a 0 , a 1, a 2, w, d 0, dl} u ( ( f}  x w)such that 
w <* a2 <* (f, i )<*  0'; 1)<* a 1 <* d 1 <* a 0 <* d o 
for all i, ] ~ co such that i < L For characteristic sequences a and b we 
define a < b to hold if there exists i such that a i and b i are both defined 
and different, and a~ <* b i for the least such i. 
For each a ~ G, where a = (a 0 ..... at> we define 
Do(a)= ( i '~ l j ( j< IAa  i=d o A 0(a t} )= i )} ,  
F(a) = (i " V j ( j  <~ l ^ a i= (J: i) A A k ( j  < k <<. l ~ ~k q~ 
~t ((.f ,  0) ,  (.t, 1 ) . . . . .  (£  i - 1 )})))  . 
Certain a 6 G* will have no significance tk~r us. The reader will easily 
verify after the statement of the construction that if a is the characteris- 
tic of  one of the stages, then: 
LI.  O(b) =n~D0(b)  AbCa. -~.bn  doCCaAbn ao~a,  
L2. O(b) =n Abn ( f / ) ca . _ . . jq~F(b)UDo(b)A /<~n.  
Call a E G* legitimate it is satisfies L1 and L2. 
The construction. As well as enumeratingA and C we simultaneously 
construct auxiliary funchons: ~o with domain G × co x w, and e, ta, v, 
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and a all with domain G x to. The codomain of  a is G u (to): the others 
have codomaiv~ o~ u (~}.  In stage s we shall specify ¢(b. n, s), e(b, s~, 
Is(b, s), v(b, s), and a(b, s) for all b ~ G and n ~ ~.  To prevent unwanted 
clashes between the values of  the auxiliary functions we choose a recur- 
sire partition of  6o i r to  infinite sets, one member of  the partit ion being 
associated in an effective manner with each member o f  the set 
{c :c~a}u ( (c ,n ) :c~G^n~o~) .  
The numbers in the member of  the partit ion associated with c are called 
c-numbers, those in the member associated with (c, n) are called (c, ~)- 
numbers. I f  e(b, s) 4: oo then e(b, s) will be a b-number, and if ¢,(b. ~z s) ~ 
it will be a (b, n)-number. 
The characteristic functions of  A (s) and Bi(s) will be denoted by 
kx A (x, s) and kx  Bi(x, s). In stage 0 we let ,,¢(b, n, 0) = e(b. O) = Is(b, O) 
= v(b, O) = a(b, 0) = co for all b ~ G and n ~= ~.  Each stagcs has a ch:~rac- 
teristic associated with it which we denote by a(s). We let a(0) = ~ a0). 
Stage s + 1 will consist of  substagcs numbered (s + 1, 0), (~ + 1. 1) . . . .  and 
so on. Before stage (s + 1, i) we shall have defined a(s + 1 ) for each i < i. 
We shall also have specified a certain interval (i, s) of  ~0, .¢here l(i, O) = o~. 
Let b denote (a(s + 1) 0 ..... a(s + 1)i_ l) and O(b) = n. The various cases 
that can arise in Stage (s + 1, i) are as follows. In each one we are tacitly 
assuming that no earlier case holds. 
CO. l(i, s) = 0. Let a(s + 1) = b n a0 and s~op the whole construction, t l t  
witl be shown that CO never occurs.) 
C1. There exists a c such that b c a(c, s), e(c, s) < oo. e(c, s )~ A(s), and 
v(c, s) = n ~ Do(b). Choose such a c minimal with respect o < and then 
minimal with respect o c .  Act according to the first of  tile following 
subcases which holds. Stage (s + I, i) is said to pertain to e(e, s). 
CI.1. n ~ F(a(c, s)). Enumerate ~o(a(c, s), n, s) in C. Let a(c, s + 1) 
= v(c, s + 1) = ~.  Let a(s + 1 )i be a o. 
CI.2. n ~ i.~a(c, s)) and some number <~ On(e(c, s). t) has been enumer- 
ated in B ° silica. ~stage t where stage t + 1 was the one in which e(c. s) was 
enumerated in A. Let d be the greatest initial segment ofa(c,  s) such that 
d n (f,  n) c a(e, s). I f  there exists m, n < m < O(d) and m ~ Do(d), let 
a(c, s + 1) = d and v(c, s + 1 ) be the least such m. Otherwise let a(c, s + 1 ) 
= v(c, s + 1 ) = co. Let ~0(d, n, s + ! ) = 60 and a(s + 1 )i be a 0, We say so(d, n, s) 
is desmLved through C1.2 i f~d ,  n, s )< to. 
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C1,3, n ~ F(a(c, s)) and some number ~ O,~(e(c, s), t) has been enumer- 
ated in B~ since stage t where stage t + I was the one in which e(c, s) was 
enumerated in A. ket d be defined as in C1.2. Enumerate SO(d, n, s) in C 
if ~(d. n, s) < ¢o. If there exists an m, n < m ~< O(a(c, s)) and m ~ Do(a(e, s)), 
let a(c, s + 1) = a(c, s) and p(¢, s + 1 ) be the least such m. Otherwise let 
a(c, s + 1 ) = v(c, s + 1 ) = oa. Let so(a(c, s), n, s + 1 ) = ¢0 and a(s + I)i = ao. 
We say that ¢(a(c, sL n, s} is destroyed th~vu,gh C1.3, If one of  CI. 1, 2, 3 
occurs, we say stage s + t pertai~s to e(¢, s). 
C1.4. Otherwise. Let a(s + 1)i = do. Let l(i + 1, s) be obtained by sub- 
tracting from I(i, s) each interval 10,/l ld, s)] such that d n ao < b c~ do 
and e(d, s ) < w. 
C2, There exists c ~ b such that e(¢, s) < ~. ~t q~ Do(C), F(e) -- F(b) con- 
rains no number < t~ and ¢(c, n, s) = w. Choose such c minimal with 
respect o < and then maximal with respect o c .  We say that stage 
(s + 1, i) is associated with c. There are two subcases. 
C2.1. There exists a (c, n)-number p in l(i, s) such that: p > O(e, s); 
p > ~o(e, n, t) for each t < s such that s0(e, n, t) < oa;p > o(d, s) for each 
d such that e(d, s) < aa, and either e n (f,  n) c d or d < e n (f, n); 
? 
A(x, s) = ®;,(x, s) for all x ~/~(c, s), 
Bi,(x. s) = 'l,i,(x, s) for all x <~ ®,,Oa(c, s), s) i <~ I , 
sup({0 (/a(e. s), s)} <) {~,(x. s) : x <~ O,,(l~(c, s), s), i <~ 1}) < p.  
Let sO{c, n, s + I) be the least such (c, n)-number. Let ~(c, s + t) =SO(c. n, s+ 1) 
and a(s + 1 )i = a0- In this case we say that stage s + 1 is associated with c. 
C2.2. Otherwise. Let a(s + 1 )~. = do. Let l(i + 1, s) be obtained by sub- 
tracting Dora i(i, s) each interval [0, g(d, s)] such that d ~ a 0 < b '~ d o 
and e(d, s) < ¢o. Go to stage (s + 1, i + 1 ). 
C3. e(b. s) = ¢0. Enumerate sup l(i, s) in C if sup I(i, s) < ¢o, Let e(b, s + 1) 
and Ia(b, s + i ) be the least b-number which is > every number used at a 
stage ~ s. Let a(s + i )i = a l .  
C4. ~n(e(b, s), s) > sup l(i, s). Let a(s + l)i -- dl- Let l(i + 1 s) be ob- 
tained by subtracting from l(i, s) each interval [0, la(d, s)] such that 
d c~ al < b r, dl and e(d,s)  < w. Go to stage (s + 1, i + 1). 
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C5. ~n(e(b, s), s) < ~b,  L s) for each ] < n such that ] ~ F(bk There are 
three subcases: 
C5.1. #(b, s) < ~n(e(b, s), s). Let a(s + ! )i = a2 and 
#(b, s + 1 ) = sup{#(b, s), gn(e(b, s), s ) ) .  
C5.2. ~-n(e(b, s), s)  = 1 - A(e(b,  s), s). Let a(s + 1)i = w, and l( i  + 1, s) 
be obtained by subtracting from l(i, s) each interval [0, #(d. s~] such that 
d < b and e(d, s) < co. Go to stage (s + 1, i + 1 ). 
C5.3. Otherwise. Enumerate (b, s)  in A provided thatA(e(b ,  s), s) = O. 
Let a(s + l )i # a2. If there exists m < n. m ~ D0(b), let a(b, s + 1 ) = b, and 
~,(b, s + ! ) be the least such m. Otherwise let a(b, s + 1 ) = ~,(b. s + i ) = co. 
C6. There exists /< n, / ~ F(b) ,  such that ¢(b, L s) ~ ~n(e(b, s), s). Choose 
the greatest such ]. Let a l l  s + 1 ) = (1, 1), and let l ( i  + 1, s)  be obtained 
by subtracting from l(i, s)  each interval [0, ,u(d, s)] such that d < b n (/~/3 
and e(d, s) < co, and by deleting from l(i, s) all numbers whicll are either 
not greater than 
sup({e(b, s)} u {9(b, k, s) : k < ] and ~(b, k, s) < co}) 
or >~b,  L s). Let/z(b, s + 1) = sup{v(b, s), ~n(e(b, s), s)}. Go to stage 
(s+ 1 , i+  1). 
This completes the list of  cases. Unless stage (s + 1, i + I ) is specified, 
stage (s + 1, i) is the last substage of stage s + 1. Only some values of  the 
auxiliary functions for argument s + 1 have been given explicitly by the 
statement above. The remaining values are specified as follows. If 
a(s + 1) < d or some number <e(d,  s)  is enumerated in C at stage s + 1 
then e(d, s + I) = w.  Otherwise (d, s + 1 ) = e(d, s). In like manner 
~o(d, n, s + 1 ) is defined from ~(d, n, s). If e(d, s + 1 ) = co then ta(d, s + 1 ) 
= a(d, s + 1 ) = v(d, s + 1 ) = w; otherwise la(d, s + ! ) = la(d, s), a(d, s + I ) 
= a(d, s), and v(d, s + 1) = v(d, s). We say that e(d, s)  is assigned at stage 
t + 1 if e(d, s) < co and t is the least number such that e(d, t + i ) = e(d, s). 
Similarly for the ether auxiliary functions. We say that e(d, s)  is destroyed 
at stage t + 1 if s < t and e(d, s)  = e(d, t) < co = e(d, t + 1 ). Similarly for 
the other auxiliary functions; ~d,  n. s) is destroyed through C1 if it is 
destroyed either through C1.2 or through CI.3. 
We now state some trivial properties of  the auxiliary funct|ons in the 
construction, properties which may be verified by straightforward induc- 
tion. These properties should be borne in mind for when we have to 
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establish the chain of propositions which witnesses the validity of  the 
construction. 
t l .  e(c, s )< ~ if and only if tt(c, s )< co. and e(c, s)<<. la(c, s). 
t2. If,p(c, n, s) < ~0, then n ~< O(e), n ~ Do(e), and 
e(c, s) < ¢(c, n, s) ~< #(c, s) < ~ . 
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t3. a(¢. s) = ~o if and only if v(c, s) = co. 
t4. lfa(c, s) ~ w, then e(c, s) < w, e(c, s) is enumerated in A at a stage 
~s. a(c. s) C c, v(c. s) ~< O(a(c. s)). and v(c. s) ~Do(a(c. s)). 
t5. l f s  < t and a(c, u) ~ ~o for all u in s < u < t, then a(c, t) c a(c, s) 
and v(c, t) :~ v(c, s). Further, ifa(c, t) ~: a(c, s) then u(c, t) --# v(c, s). 
t6. If a(c, s) .-~- t~ and a(c, s) 4~ c then for some rn < v(c, s), a(c, s) n (f, m) c c 
t7. If e(c, t) < e(b, t) < w and c < b or c c b, and e(c, t) is destroyed at 
stage s + 1 then e(b, t) is destroyed at a stage ~<s + 1. Similarly with 
¢(b, n, t) in place of e(b, t). 
t8. l f s  ~< t and e(b, s), e(b, t) are both <w then e(b, s) <~ e(b, t). Simi- 
larly for </~(b, s). #(b. t)) and (~(b, n, s), O(b, n, t)). 
t9. If i < ] and there is a stage (s + l, ]) then I(], s) c l(i, s). 
Motivation of the construction. With each d ~ G will be associated a fi- 
nite number of strategies. If d < e E G then the strategies associated with 
d will have priority over those associated with e. Let d ~ G and O(d) = m. 
We can think of d as representing the hypothesis H(d): "there are "nil- 
nitely many s such that a(s) ~ d, and there are at most a finite number of 
s such that a(s) < d". A stage (s + l, i) such that a(s + I) t i ~ d is based 
on the hypothesis H(d). With d is associated a strategy S(d) whose aim 
is the satisfaction of ~ 'm : S(d) is pursued in each stage (s + l, i) such that 
a(s+ 1) t i=d .  
Of course S(d) must respect he need to satisfy ~i for i < m. I f i  ~ F(d) 
then under H(d) the strategy for satisfying ~i is associated with the 
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greatest e c d such that e c~ ( f  i) c d. (Such e exists from the definition 
ofF(d) . )  I f i  ~ Do(d) theri under H(d) 
A = o, ^ no _- ,o  ^ 8 /= ,/ 
is false, and so no action need be taken to satis~" ~i- Finally if i ~< m and 
i ¢ F(d) u Do(d) then the strategy for ~ i is associated with the greatest. 
e c d such that O(e) = i. 
Let a(s + 1 ) t i = d thera in stage (s + 1, i), l(i, s) is the "'universe" in which 
S(d) must be pursued. We digress for a moment o compute the endpoints 
of the interval (i, s). The right-hand endpoint of  I(L s) if any is jus! the 
least number of  the form s0(b, L s) such that b ~ ()'~/) cd .  This follows, 
because from the statement of the construction sup l(i + !, s) = sup l(i, s) 
except in C6, and in C6 sup l(i + !, s) = inf{sup l(i, s), ¢(b, ], s)). The 
left-hand endpoint of  l(i, s) is the least number exceeding all those of the 
forms: 
(i) e(b, s) where b n (3,: ]) c d for some 1, 
(ii) ~o(b, k, s) where ~b,  k, s) < co and b n ( f  ]) c d for some ] > k, 
(iii) ~t(c, s) where t~(e, ~) < to and either c < d or c n do c d or 
C n d 1 cdorc  n wed.  
This can be checked by looking through those cases of  stage (s + 1, i) 
which do not terminate stage s + 1, namely C1.4, C2.2, C4, C5.2, and C6. 
In looking through these cases one should bear in mind the following 
points. F~rstly for all c, e(c, s) < w if and only if ta(c, s) < co. (This can 
easily be verified by induction on s. ) Secondly e ~ a 0 < c n do if and 
only if either e < c n do or e = c. Similarly for C4, e na l  < c :~ d I if and 
only i fe < c n dl or e = c. One of the facts we shall prove later is that CO 
never occurs, i.e. l(i, s) is never 0. 
We now return to the discussion of S(d). Let H(d) be true, and 
{s/: ] < co} be a strictly increasing sequence such that a(s/+ ! ) ~ i = d. 
Suppose further that no stage >s o has characteristic <d.  In the limit 
I(L s/) is a final segement of  co. i.e. for some p in co 
lira I(i, s '  = {x -x  ~. co ^  x >p)  . 
/ 
In pursuing S(d) wc first give e(d, s) a value < co larger than any other 
number yei used. This is tile purpose of  C3 in the consIructiop., in C3 we 
enumerate sup l(i, s) in C because by tile rules for determining ~p(e./. s + I) 
all the values of "Ax ky ~p(x, y, s) which bound l(i, s) on tl~e right will 
thereby be destroyed. Suppose (d, s) = co > e(d, s + 1 ), s' > s, and 
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a(s' + 1) f i = d, then e(d, s') will be e(d, s + t) provided there is no stage 
>s and ~<s' with characteristic <d.  Further e(d, s') will be in l(i, s'). Re- 
call that O(d) = m. Our intention in S(d) is to make -'-m and A differ at 
argument e(d, s). Associated with e(d, s) when ~ in one of  the numbers 
.~'l~ we shall have a number ~et'(d, L s) ~ l(i, s) ik~r each / < m, / ~ Do(d). 
Also in a stage (s h + 1. i) one of our aims, after having made e(d, s) < co, 
is to make ¢(d, m, s) < ~0 i fm ~D~(d). For]  ~< m and/~ Do(d) the num- 
bers ,p(d, L s) will be increasing with L and if k >/, ¢(d. k, s) will be 
chosen after ¢(d, L sL When ¢(d, ], s) is chosen, i.e. given a value < co, the 
choice is based on the assumption that 
.4 = e i ^ B ° o 
Given this asstllnptiolt we can ct'toose ~p(d. ], s) such that for all p ~< ta(d, s) 
if p is subsequently enumerated in A then some numbe~ < ¢(d, ], s) will 
be forced into B ° orB]. For if we change a value of A and restrain num- 
bers from C. the only way I~] can change to restore the equality of A and 
O i is through a sufficiently small number being enumerated in B ° or B]. 
The number ta(d, s) bounds all the numbers associated with e(d, s) at the 
end of  stage s. 
Now we come to the heart of the strategy S(d). If 
e(d, s)  < co, 
.Xm(e(d, s), s) = A(e(d, s), s) = 0 , 
we wish t~:3 enumerate (d. s) in A and henceforth restrain numbers 
~<~.,,~(e(d, s), s) from C. so as to force the inequality "-m 4: A, thus satis- 
fying g'm" (This is what happens if C5.3 occurs ha a stage (s + 1, i) with 
a(s + 1 ) ~ i = d.) However. for each j <~ m, ] ~ Do(d) u F(d), we are im- 
plicitly constructing an effective reduction of A to B ° + C. These reduc- 
lions have higher priority than the satisfaction of (~n. For this reason 
we are only free to enumerate (d, s) in A if ~m (e(d, s), s) < ~o(d,/, s) for 
each j ~< m, ] ,~ Do(d) u F(d). (We can delete Do(d) if we like because for 
] ~ Do(d), ¢(d. L s) = w,) The intuition here is as follows. If ~m(e(d, s),s) < 
< ¢(d. L s) and e(d, s) is enumerated in A, we can correct the reduction 
of A to B~) + C by enumerating ¢(d, ], s) in C while at the same time re- 
straining numbers -<.< ~m(e(d. s), s) from C. If there exists an s such that 
a(s + 1 } ~ i = d, e(d, s) < co, and the conditions for enumerating e(d, s) 
in A are satisfied, then by C5.3 e(d. s) will be enumerated in A i f  and 
only if.X,n (e(d, s), s) = A (e(d, s), s) = 0. Sub.;equently, provided no stage 
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of characteristic <d intervenes, ifa(s + 1 ) t i -- d and none of  CO, C I, 
and C2 occurs at stage (s + 1, i). we shall have a(s + 1 ) r (i + 1 ) = d ~' ~ 
Here w signifies that S(d) has been ~tisf'actorily completed. As men- 
tioned above CO will actually never occur, and the roles of  C 1 and C2 
will be explained later. 
Ifa(s + I) I" i = d and e(d, s) < t9 then ignoring C1 and C2 for ti'e 
moment, a(s + i) ~ d n dl if and only if ~m(e(d, s), s) ~, sup l(i, s). In- 
tuitively d 1 signifies that we are waiting for ~m(e(d, s), s) to be within 
the universe l(i, s) in which S(d) must be pursued. This is the content 
of C4. If  there are infinitely many such s, then F.m(e(d)~ =t~ because 
sup I(i, s) takes arbitrarily large values. Thus the aim ofS(d)  is satisfied 
in this case. 
Now we consider the eventuality that, for infinitely many s such that 
a(s + l) I" i = d, neither Cl nor C2 occurs at stage (s + l, i), that e(d, s)< t~, 
whence C3 does not occur, that ~m(e(d, s)~ s) < sup l(i, s) whence C4 
does not occt?,r, and that S(d) neither has been nor can be completed by 
C5. There will be a least ] such that, for infinitely many such s, j is the 
greatest number for which i < m, j ~ F(d), and ¢(d, L s) < ~rn (e(d, s),s) < o~. 
For each such s we shall have a(s + 1 ) r (i + i) = d n ( f  ]) and there will 
be only a finite number of  stages with characteristic <d '~ (f, ]). Now we 
pursue all strategies associated with characteristics e ~ d '~ (f, ]) to the 
left of ~o(d, ], s), and to the right of  
sup ({e(d, s)} u {~(d, k, s): k < ] and 9(d, k. s) < ~}) .  
This is part of the definition of l(i + 1, s) in C6. 
We now associate with d a reduction of  A to B) + C get, crated in the 
following way. A number p in l(i + i, s) will only be enumerated in A 
when we are sure that putting p in A will force a number q < 9"(d, L s) 
• into either B 0 or B 1. (We are assuming here that A = G/ ^ B 0 = Oti ^  B 1 = Ot) 
and that numbers <~d,  L s) are restrained from C while we wait for q to 
be enumerated in either B ° or B].) The method of  reducing A to B) + C 
is based on q always being enumerated in B] rather than B °. If it happens 
that in respor~ ~ to the enumeration o fp  in A we have q < ¢(d, ], s) 
enumerated i~B ° rather than B] then we may change the value of 
~o(d, L s) witht.ut putting a number <~(d, i, s) in C. This is because in the 
strategy fo~ reducing A to B ° + C, which is associated witll the greatest 
e c d for which O(e) =L for each p in l(i + 1, s) we relate A(p)  to the 
values of B~ and C for arguments ~< ~d,  L s). When B~(q) changes for 
some q < ~0(d, L s) we may give ¢(d, L s) a new value >/~i(e(d, s), s). Now 
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we consider tile next stage s at which a(s + 1) ~ (i + I) = d n (f, ]). If 
~d, L s) > ~l(e(d, s), s) is still true we have a contradiction, thus some 
stage of characteristic < d '~ ( f / )  must intervene. Since ] was chosen as 
small as possible there can only be a finite number of stage of character- 
istic < d '~ (t] ]), and her.ce only a finite number of  occasions on which 
q is enumerated in B ° ralher than B 1. Thus the reduction of A to B 1 + C 
will be sound. 
If there are infinitely many s with a(s + 1) ~ (i + 1) = d n (f, /) then in 
the course of the construction ~(d, L s) takes arbitrarily large finite values 
and is non-decreasing if we ignore those s such that ~0(d, L s) = co. Since 
¢(d, L s) ~< ~m(e(d. s), s), ~m ~(d) = ~ where ~(d) is limse(d, s). Thus the 
aim of S(d) is also satisfied in this case. 
As has been indicated in the discussion above the requirement (~/is 
satisfied by first attempting to construct a reduction of A to B ° + C, 
and then constructing a reduction of A to B) + C if necessary.This is an 
oversimplification in the following sense. In the strategies corresponding 
to members e of G where e c d n (£ n) we have to begin again attacking 
the conditions t~ i for i > n. This is the reason why O(d n ( f  n)) = n + 1. 
The reductions of the second kind bring considerable complexity to the 
construction, because "waiting" is involved. Thus when e(d, s) is enumer- 
ated in A we must initially let a(d, s) = d and v(d, s) be the least k ~< m, 
k ~ Do(d). Intuitively v(d, s) is the least j such that 
A= Oi ^ BO = * 0 ^ B~ : , ] 
is part of  the hypothesis H(d). 
At an arbitrary stage after e(d, s) has been enumerated inA, ifa(d, s) 
and u(d, s) are still both ~ ~o. it means that instead of the original hypo- 
thesis only the weaker hypothesis H(a(d, s)) remains, and we are current- 
ly repairing the injury to the strategies concerned with satisfyi:ag ~.(d,s)" 
If v(d, s) q~ F(a(d, s)) then we repair ~he injury to the reduction of A to 
B°0~.s ) + C, caused by enumerating e(d, s) in A, by enumerating ~o(a(d, s), 
v(d, s), s~ in C. This is what happens in CI.1. In thi:~ case the number 
enumerated in C is ~,mal! enough that not only is the injury to the satis- 
faction of  ~ v(d,s) repaired but also the injury to each ~j, v(d, s) < j <. m. 
For this reason, in C I. ! a(d, s + 1) = v(d, s + 1) = o~. 
If v( d. s) ~ F(a(d, s ) ) then wt,~ must wait for some number <~ O n( e( d, s), t) 
to be enumerated in eitherB°~a,s) l or Bvca, s) in response to the enumera- 
tion of e(d, s) in A at stage t + 1, This gives rise to the cases C1.2, Ct .3, 
0 and Ci .4. In C1.2 where there is a response in Bo(a,s), we make 
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~0(e, ~,(d, s), s + l) = w ~here is the greatest initial segment ofa(d,  s) 
such that e n (1- u(d, s) c a(d, s). Our goal here is to bring about a stage 
of characteristic <e n (f, ~,(d, s). intuitively at this point the hypothesis 
H(d) under which e(d. s) was enumerated inA has been discredited to 
the extent hat only H(e) remains. This is why we define a(d, s + 1 ) = e 
provided there exists] with] ~ O(e) and u(d, s) < ] < O(e), and wily 
a(d, s + I) = w otherwise. 
If a number < On(e(d, s). t) is enumerated in B l before B°~a ~ we 
v(d ,~)  ' l  , ,  : 
have C1.3. This is the case we expect inder H(a(d, s)). Thus here 
a(d, s + 1 ) = a(d. s) provided there exists a j with .i ~ O(a(d. s)) :rod 
u(d, s) < / < O(a(d, s)). Otherwise a(d, s + I ) = ~d, s + ! J = to. We cm~- 
merate ~0(e, v(d, s), s) in C in order to repair the reduction ofA to 
Bv(a,s ~o + C wtt~ch is associated with the greatest e' c e satisfying 
O(e') = ~,(d, s). We make so(a(d, s), v(d. s), s + 1) = to in order to repail 
the reduction of  A to BI..  s" + C associated with e. 
~U,  J 
0 B l to the Finally while we are waiting for a response in B~a.s~ u v(d.s) 
enumeration of e(d, s) in A,  in a stage (s + 1, i) where we should be con- 
tinuing to repair the harm done by e(d. s) we let a(s + I )i = do by C 1.4. 
This signifies the apparent falsity of A = 0/ ^ B) ~ = ,o  ^ B 1 = , I  for 
] = v(d, s). For such a stage (s + 1, i) we shall have a(s + 1 ) ~ i = b where 
b is the least initial segment of d such that O(b) = ~,(d, s). 
We can sum up the role of  C1 as follow.,:. When a number is enumer- 
ated inA to attack q-~n, the attacks on ~0, ~l ..... t! m :ire injured. The 
role of  C1 is to permit the attack on ~0 to be repaired, then the attack 
on ~1 to be repaired, ~nd so on. At a particular stage after f(d. s) has 
been put into A, ~(a.s) is the condition we are currently repairing and 
It(a(d, s)) is that part of  the hypothesis H(d) which is still good. 
The only par~ of the construction ot yet touched on is C2. This is 
concerned with giving ~d,  L s) a suitable value <to once e(d. s) Iris been 
given a value < to, where j runs through all numbers < O(d) which are not 
in Do(d). The selection of ¢(d, L s) is associated with e where e is tile 
~eatest initial segment o fd  such that O(e) = ¢ The purpose of~a(d, L s) 
is to bound the computations of 8 i, O/°, and ql  on sufficiently large 
initial segments ~,f w. We want the computations to be good ones in the 
sense that 0 /= A, ,o  = B O, ap.d ,1  = B} all appear true at tile particular 
stage and for the particular initial segments~ The choice of  ~.(d. L s) is as- 
sociated with e because tile attempt o reduce A to B~  + C, which is rele- 
vant to e(d. s), is associated with e. In C2. i it may seem odd that we 
choose d, for which we wish to make s0(d. L s) < co, minimal with respect 
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to < and then maximal with respect o c .  Tile reason for this is as fol- 
lows. Suppose that ill a certain substage (s + 1, i) we have d o ~: d 1 , 
¢(do, L s) = ¢(d 1, j, s) = w, e(d 0` s) and e(d 1 , s) < to, a(s + I ) t i = e, and 
for k ~ (0, 1 ). e is the greatest initial segment of  d~ such that O(e) = j. 
Suppose further that CI does not occur at stage (s + 1, i) then we shall 
have C2. In this situation it turns out that d o n ( f  J) c d 1. We want 
~d l ,  L s') < ¢(d 0, L s') < to for some s' >s  so that so(d 1, j, s') will be in 
the "universe" o fS (d  0 ~ ( f , / ) ) .  By making ¢(d t, .i, s ' )<  to first, and 
then making ¢(d 0. L s') < to at a later stage it is easy to obtain the de- 
sired inequality. If in stage s + 1 we are trying to make ~o(d, ], s + 1) < to, 
and if the computations related to ~j we wish to bound cam~ot be 
bounded in l(i, s), then we have a(s + 1 ) t (i + 1 ) = e '~ d o, This is C2.2. 
Just as in CI,4 d o, signifies that seemingly A = 0,i ^ B 0 = ~o  ^  B] = ~] 
is not true. 
In the next section we shall show that there is a sequence (b  i : i < to) 
in G such that, t\~r every i, b i has length i, b i C a(s + I) for infinitely many 
s, and a(s + 1) < b i for at most a finite number of  s. The members of 
(b  i : i < to) are called preferred. The strategies corresponding to these 
characteristics are the ones which make the construction succeed because 
for each such strategy only a finite number of stages have higher priority. 
As we have mentioned above if O(b  i) = m,  ] ~ m, and j (~ F(bi) , then 
tilere is a strategy for reducing A to B] + C associated with b i. Since this 
strategy is only pursued when a(s + l) D b i ~ ( f ]) it is only important 
ifbi÷ I = b i '~ ( f ,  ]). This completes our discussion of some of the intuitive 
ideas behind the construction. 
3. Properties of the construction 
In this section we shaU list all tile properties of  the construction that 
we need. We prove the two most important propositions while assuming 
the rest. The proofs of  the other propositions are deterred until §4. The 
propositions will be numbered P1 --P12. The principal propositions are 
P11 and P1 2; from them we shall deduce that all the requirements ~m 
and ~',,~ are satisfied, 
Pi.  Let s > t + 1 and e(c, s) = e(c, t) be enumerated in A at stage t + 1. 
Let a(c, s) be defined and v(c, s) = n ~ O(a(c, s)). Let e be the least initial 
segment o f  a(c, s) such that O(e) = n. Then 
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( 1 ) i fa  stage >t + I and <s  has characteristic D e it has characteristic 
De n d o 
(2) i fa(s  + ! ) ~ e, then either a(s + i ) = e ~ a 0 or a(s + 1 ) ~ e ~ d O. 
(Notice that i re  d: a(e, s), then a(e, s) < e ~ ao~ This is because 
n ~ Do(a(e, s)) by the way in whi,'h v(e, s) is defined, whence e ~ d o ~ e.) 
P2. (1) f f  e(b, s), e(c, s) < co, and either c < b or c ~ d o c b or c ~ d I c b 
or c n w c b, then #(c, s) < e(b, s). 
(2) l f  c n (f .  ]) c b, e(b. s) and e(c. s) are both < ca, a(s + 1 ) D c. and 
a(s + 1) < c '~ a o, then 
e(c, s) < e(b, s) < tz(b, s) < ~c .  L s) . 
Further i f  ¢(c, k, s) < w and k < L then 
e(e, s) < ~(e, k, s) < e(b, s) ~< la(b, s) < ¢(e, L s) . 
P.3. ( 1 ) With the notation o f  the statement o f  the construction, i f  
e(b, s) < w, the~i e(b, s) ~ inf I(i, s) and #(b, s) < sup l(i, s). 
(2) I f  there is a stage (s + l, i + l ). then l(i + l, s) ~: O, i.e. CO never 
OCCtlr& 
P4. Let b be a characteristic sequence o f  length i such that O(b) = n. Let 
b c a(s + 1), a(s + 1) < b n ao ' and e(b, s) < w.  Then 
(1 ) fo r ]  < n, ¢(b, L s) < co i f  and only i f ]  ~ Do(b ). 
( 2) for  l l  <12 < n and {]1, ].~} n Do(b ) = O, we have e(b, s) < v~(b, Jl.S) 
< ~o(b, ]2, s) and ¢(b,/1,  s) is assigned before vp(b,/2, s). 
(3) l f  ~(b, L s) < co and is assigned at stage o + 1 then no number  
<.¢(b, ], s) is enumerated in A u Cat  a stage >v and <s. 
PS. Let e(c, t) be em.merated in A at stage t + 1. Let u be the "east num- 
ber >t t such that a(e, u + 1 ) = co. I f  stage u + 1 pertains to e(c. t) and C 1.2 
occurs let d be the greatest initial segment o f  a(e, u) such that 
d n (f,  ~(c, u)) c a(c, u). l fu  = t let d = e. Otherwise, let d = a(c. u). 
Let s be the le..., number  >u such that a(s + ! ) D d and a(s + 1 ) < d '~ a o, 
and suppose tht l  no stage >u and < s has characteristic < d I f  d = c. then 
c n w c a(s + 11. I f  d ~ e, then d ~ (f ,  m)  c c .for some m and 
a(s + l )<  d n ( f ro ) .  
Remark. From PI( I  ~, s + 1 is tile least number >t  + i such that 
a(s + 1 ) ~ d and a(s + i ) < d n ao" Also no stage >t  and ~<s + 1 has char- 
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acteristic < d: by hypothesis for stages >u, and otherwise by the exis- 
tence ofa(e, u).) 
P6. (1) Let  b n do c a(t + 1 ), e(b, t) < ~,  t <~ s, and a(u) ~ b n do for 
all u in t < u <~ s + 1. Then e(b, s + 1 ) = e(b, t), ta(b, s + 1 ) = #(b, t), and 
no number <~ /a(b, t) is enumerated in A u C at a stage >t and <~ s + 1. 
Similarly for d i in place o f  d O. 
(2) Let b n al = a(t + 1 ). t ~< s, and a(u) ~ b .for all u in t < u <~ s + 1. 
Then e(b, s + !) = e(b, t + I). 
(3) Let b '~ w c a(t + 1 ), t <~ s, and a(u) 5( b for all u in t < u <~ s + 1. 
Then e(b, s + 1 ) = e~b, t), ta(b, s + 1) = #(b, t), and no numbe'r <<. la(b, t) 
is enumerated in A u Cat  a stage >t and <~ s + 1. Further, ~f a(s + 1) D b 
and a(s + l ) < b ~ a 0 then a(s + 1) D b n w. 
(4) Let b '~ a 2 = a(t + l ), t < s, a(u) ,~. b n a2 for all u #~ t < u <~ s + l, 
and e(b, t) not be enumerated in A at a stage >t. Then 
e(b.  s + 1 ) = e(b .  t), /a(b, s + 1 ) =/a(b, t + 1 ) ,  
no number <g(b, t + 1) & enumerated in A u Cat  a stage >t and <~s + 1, 
and a(s + 1 ) ~ b ~ a 2. 
(5) Let b '~ ( f  j) c a(t + 1 ), t <~ s, and a(u) ~ b n ( f  j) for. all u in 
t < u <~ s + I, Then e(b, s + 1 ) = e(b, t) and ¢(b, k, s + 1 ) = ~o(b, k, t) for 
all k < j such that k f~ Do(b). Further no number <e(b, t), or <~¢(b, k, t) 
for some k < ] and k ~ Do(b), is enumerated #~ A u Cat  a stage >t and 
~<s+l. 
(6) Letb  '~ a O=a( t+ l ) ,bCc ,bn  do~c, t<~s,e (c , s )< w. and 
a(u) ,~ b n ao lbr  all u in t < u <~ s + 1. Suppose there is no stage u + 1 > t 
at which C I occurs and which pertains to e(d, u) where d c b or 
d < b '~ a o. Then at stage s + 1 no number <~ta(c, s) is enumerated in C. 
P7. Let b ~ (f, j )  c a(s + l) for  infinitely many s, and a(s + 1) < b n (f, j) 
jbr  at most a f inite number o f  s. There exists s such that b n ( f  j) c a(s + 1) 
and ¢(b, L s) is arbitrarily large and < o9, 
P8. Let e(¢, t) be enun~emted in A at stage t + 1, s > t, e(e, s) = e(c, t), 
O(b) = n, b c c. b have length i, a(s + 1 ) D b, C1.4 occur at stage (s + 1, i), 
stage (s + I, i) pertain to e(c. t), and d be the greatest initial segment o f  
a(c, s) such that d n (f ,  n) c a(c, s). Then ¢(d, n, s) = ¢(d, n, t). 
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P9. (1) Let b, c, and t satisfy: O(b ) = n q~ Do(b).  b c c, e(c. t) is enumer- 
ated in A at stage t + i, b has length i, and, for  infinitely ~uutv s, stage 
(s + 1, i )pertains to e(c, t). Then A ~ O n . 
(2) Let O(b) = n, b have length L and h,t there be at most  a f in i te num- 
ber o f  stages with characteristic <b n dff Let c be such that, for  infinitely 
many s, a(s + 1 ) D b n do and stage (s + 1, i) is associated with c. Then 
either A ~ 0 n, or B 0 ~ dl o n, or B 1 --b ~ l n. 
PIO. Let e(c, t) be enumerated hi A 
n < O(b). Let b n (f ,  m)  c c where 
< ~(b, n, t) < co. 
at stage t + 1. Let n ~ Do(b) and 
m < n. or b = c. Then O,,(e(c, t), t) 
The ten propositions we have listed above are the main-links in the 
chain of reasoning which shows the success of the construction. Before 
we go any further we must single out those characteristic sequences 
which play a vital role in the enumeration of A and C. First define t(d) 
to be e(d, So) if e(d, s) = e(d, s o) for all s ~ So, and to be w otherwise. 
Let It (d) and ~p(d, ]) be defined similarly. A characteristic sequence b is 
called preferred provided that the following conditions p l -p8  are satis- 
fied. 
pl.b~G. 
p2. b c a(s + 1) for infinitely many s and a(s + 1 ) ~ b tk~r all sufficiently 
large s. 
p3. t (e) < co for each e c b such that c :~ b and c ~ d o ¢ b. 
p4. I fb  = c n w, where O(c) = m, then It(c) < co, ~me (e) < ~,~m~(C)< It(c) 
and F.,, ¢(c) ¢ A t(c). Further for all but a finite number ors, e c a(s + 1 ) 
and a(s + 1 ) < c c~ ao imply b c a(s + 1). 
p5. If b = c c~ d where O(c) = m, then either ~t(c) < co or ta(c, s) = co for 
all sufficiently ~arge s. Further, either 0,,, * A or ~°  ¢ B,o or q~n * Blm . 
p6. I fb  = c n dl ' then It(e) < to. Further, if O(e) = m, then ~,,, ¢(c) = ~o. 
p7. l fb  =e n ( f  ]), then i$Do(c  ) u F(e) ,o(c ,  k) < <~ exists for each 
k < / such that k ~ Do(e). Further, if O(e) = m, then ~m t (c) = co. Also 
9(c, L s) takes arbitrarily large values. 
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p8. Each proper initial segment o rb  is preferred. 
Because o f  p8 the above definit ion is to be regarded as being by induc- 
tion on the length o fb .  The empty sequence 0 is trivially" a preferred se- 
quence. We now state and prove the two main propositions. 
P! 1. Let b be a preferred sequence. Then some proper extension orb  is 
pr~:ferred, 
P12. t.br ,_'ach m < w, either A <r  C + B°~ orA <~r C + B]n or 0 m 4= A 
A proof of  the theorem from Pl 1 and Pl 2 will be found at the end of 
this section. 
Proof of  P1 !. Let b be a preferred sequence and O(b) = n. Let s o be the 
least number such that a(s) ~ b for all s >~ s 0. Suppose that b n w c a(s + 1) 
for infinitely many s, and let s I be the least number ~>s 0 such that 
b ~ w c a(s I + 1). From P6 (3), for all s ~> s I , we have e(b, s) = e(b, s 1), 
/a(b, s) = ~t(b, sl), and no number ~<¢(b, sl) is enumerated in A u C at 
stage s + I. From the hypothesis of  C5.2 we see that -n  (e(b, s 1)., s l) 
= 1 - A(e(b, s I ), s 1) and ~n(e(b, s1 ), s I ),<~ la(b, s I). It follows that 
c(b) = e(b, s! ), ~(b) = ta(b, sl) ,  ~n t(b) = ~,,(e(b, sl), s I ) < ~t(b), and 
F.,,t(b) = ! -~ At (b) .  Further, i fs >s 1, b c a(s + 1), and a(s + 1) < b n a0 ' 
then again by P6(3) we have a(s + l) ~ b n w. Thus b n w is preferred. 
For the rest suppose that b n w $ a(s + 1) for all s >t s 0. Let t >t s o 
and a(t + l) = b '~' a 2 and e(b, t) be enumerated in A at stage t + 1. Let 
d be defined as in the statement of  P5 but from b instead o fc .  t fd  does 
not exist then a(b, u + 1) .  ~o for all u > t. From P1 it follows easily that 
for all u > t, i fa(u + 1) ~ b, then either a(u + 1) D b n do ora(u  + 1) 
= b n ao" For  this application of  P1 we let c = b. Let e be defined as in 
the statement of  P1, then e c b and if e :# b then b < e n a0 from the 
way a(b, s) and v(b, s) are defined, t fd  does exist, consider the least 
s > t if any such that a(s ~ t) D d and a(s + I) < d n ao" I f s  exists then 
from the conclusion of  P5 either a(s + 1) < d n (.f, m) c b or a(s + 1) ~ b n w 
This is impossible, hence s does not exist. Also from the definit ion of  d, 
d c b and d '~ d o ¢: b. Thus since b c a(s + 1) for infinitely many s, we 
have d = b and a(s + 1 ) ,¢ b ~ a o for all s > t. Let us now consider t ~> s o 
such that a(t + 1) = b n a2 and e (b, t) is not enumerated in A at any 
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stage >t. From P6(4) i f s  >t  and a(s + 1) ,~, b ,4 a2 ' then a(u) < b ~'~, a2 
for some u in t < u ~; s which is impossible. Thus in all these cases for 
all sufficiently large s, say s ~ s I , a(s + 1) ~ b c~ a2" 
Let /be  the least number, if any, such that b ~ ( /~/)  c a(s + 1) t%r 
infinitely many s. Chooses 1 such that b n ( . t ; / ) c  a(s I + 1)and 
a(u) 5( b n ( f , / )  for all u > s 1. From P6(5) t (b) = e(b, s 1) and ~(b, k~ 
= $(b, k, s 1 ) for each k < / such that k ~ Do(b). From P7, ~(b, L s) takes 
arbitrarily large values. For each s >1 s I such that b ~ ( f . / )  c a(s + 1 ~, 
from C6 at stage (s + 1, lh(b)) we have / $ Do(b) u F(b) and ¢(b, L s) < 
< ~,z(t(b), s). It follows that ~n~(b) = o~. Thusb  ~ (.L 1) is preferred, 
For the rest suppose that a(s + 1) < b '~ a I for at most a finite number 
ofs. Choose s I such that a(s + 1 ) ~ b ,~ a ! for all s > s! and a(s t + 1)=b ,4 a I 
if possible. From P6(2) e(b) = e(b, s I) whence a(s + 1) ~: b ,a e I for all 
s >s  1. Suppose b n dl c a(s + 1) for infinitely many s and in particular 
for s = s 2 > s 1. Then e(b, s~) < co. From P6( 1 ~ with d t in place o f  d 0` 
e(b) = e(b, s 2) and la(b) = la(b, s2). Further for each s > s 2 such that 
a(s + 1) .3 b ,-~ d I , C4 occurs at stage (s + 1, lh(b)) whence ~n(t (b), s) 
< sup I(L s). Recall that sup l(i, s) is either co or the least o f  the numbers 
~(c, L s) such that c n (3';/) c b. From P7 for each such c, ~(e L s) takes 
arbitrarily large values. Also ¢(c,/ ,  s) is increasing with s if we ignore s 
such that ~(e, L s) = co. Hence there exists an s such that a(s + I) 3 b n dl 
and sup l(i, s) is arbitrarily large. Thu~ ~,, t (b)  = co and hence in this case 
b n dl is preferred. 
For the rest suppose a(s + i) < b n a0 for at most a finite number ors. 
There can be at most a finite number of  pairs <d, u) such that either 
d c b o rd  < b c~ do , and e(d, n) is enumerated in A at stage u + 1. Other- 
wise for some d c b we should have a(u + 1 ) = d ,~ a 2 for infinitely many 
u which is incompatible with our case hypothesis if d = b, and with b 
being preferred i fd  :/: b. For each such pair (d, u> at most a finite num- 
ber of  stages pertain to e(d, u). Choose s 1 o~-~eater han all these stages 
such that a(s + 1) 5( b n a0 for all s >~ s l, and a(s~ + 1) = b ~ a o if possible. 
From P6.6 we see that i fs  ~ ~'1, b c c, and b c~ do qt e, then ~(c, n, s) 
will not be d~ ~troyed at stage s + 1 through some number < O(c, n, s) 
being enumecated in c. By choice ofs~, for such s and c, ~(c. n, s) will be 
destroyed at stage s + 1 neither through a(s + 1) being < c, nor through 
CI. Thus ~(c, n, s) will not be destroyed at all. We now claim that, al- 
though a(s + ! ) = b ~ a o can occur for s :~ s~ through C2.1 at stage s + 1, 
there can be at most a finite number o fs  7~ s~ such that a(s + i) = b c~ a0" 
For any such s there exists e 3 b such that c :~ b c~ do , e(e, s) < co, and 
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O(e, n, s + 1) < O(e, n, s) = to, Further e(e, s) nmst have been assigned at 
a stage ~< s1 , whence e can take only a finite number of  values. This justi- 
ties the claim, 
Thus for all sufficiently large s > s2, a(s + 1 ) D b implies a(s + 1 ) 3 b n do 
Choose the least t ) s 2, if any, such that e(b, t) < ~o and a(t + 1) D b n do . 
Then from P6( 1 ), e(b)  = e(b, t)  and g(b) = ta(b, t) < co. Also, if t does not 
exist, e(b, s) and/a(b, s) are both w for all sufficiently large s, because 
there are only a finite number o fs  such that a(s + 1 ) = b ,~ a 1 , i.e. there 
are only a finite number o fs  such that e(b, s + 1) < e(b, s) = w. Suppose 
that there are infinitely many s such that a(s + 1) D b n do and C1.4 oc- 
curs at stage (s + l, lh(b)). For each such s, stage (s + l, lh(b)) pertains 
to some ~(c, s) where c D b, e 7} b n do `  and there exists a t < s such that 
e(e, t) = e(c, s) was enumerated in A at stage t + I. Since a(t + l)  < b n do 
there are only a finite number of possibilities for the pair ~ c, t). Thus for 
infinitely many s, a(s + l)  ~ b n do and stage (s + l, lh(b)) pertains to 
the same e(e. t). it now follows immediately from P9(l)  that A 4: e n. 
There remains the case in which, for infinitely many s, a(s + l) ~ b n do 
and C2.2 occurs at stage (s + 1, i). From the hypothesis of C2 for each 
such s, stage (s + l, i) is associated with some c ~ b such that e(c, s) < 03, 
c :~ b c~ do , ¢(c, n, s) = 03, and F(e)  - F (b )  contains no number < n. 
Since e = b or c < b '~ d o there are only a finite number of possibilities 
for e. From P9(2) it follows that either A g: O n , or B ° = ~0, or Bn 1 4 : ,  n 1 . 
This completes the proof that some proper extension of b is preferred. 
P12. For  each m < 03, either A ~< TC + B O, or A <. rC  + B}n or e m 4= A 
Proof. Suppose that 0,,, = A. ~0 = B0,  and ,1  = B},,. A number can 
only be enumerated in A at stage s + 1 if it has the form ¢(b. s). If e(b, s) 
is assigned at stage t then e(b, s) > e(b', s') for all b' and all s' ~< t such 
that e(b', s') < 03. This follows immediately fro-,n the provisions of C3. 
Thus to compute A it is sufficient o have an algorithm for tdling, given 
b and t such that e(b, t) < w, whether e(b, t) is in A or not. Let a be the 
longest preferred sequence such that O(a) = m + i. We shall confine our 
attention to stages ufficiently large that all subsequent s ages have char- 
acteristics either za  or >a. We shall consider only numbers e(b, t) such 
that b ~ a, because for b neither za  nor >,  there can be at most a finite 
number of  values of e(b, t), and if b > a then e(b, t) will eventually be 
destroyed. If m ~ Do(a) then e n do c a for some e such that O(e) = m. 
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Being an initial segment ofa .  c n do is preferred which by p5 ¢ont:radicts 
our supposition that 0 m = A,  ~ o = B ll, and ~,ln = B~.  Thus ,,z ~ Do(a). 
Suppose that (f, m) is the lest member o fa .  We shall show that with 
the aid of  oracles for C and B~ we can effectively tell whether e(b, t~ is 
~n A or not. Let b m be the least initial segment o fb  such that a c b m 
and either b m = b or b m n (f .  n) c b where n < m. If e(b. s) < to then 
e(b,n, s) < e(b, s) < co also. This is obvious when b = b m zmd can easily 
be proved by induction on s when b 4: bm. l fe (b  m. s) < ~ and a c a(s + 1) 
then ~(b m, m, s) < o3. Otherwise we should have a < a(s + 1 ~ through C2. 
t * Le b m be the unique preferred sequence which has the ~mle length as b,~. 
I fb  m < b m then e(b, t) will eventually be destroyed. 
I fb  m = b m then one ofb,n n do ,bm ,-~ dl ' and b m ~ w is preferred, 
or b m n (f, n') is preferred for some n' > m. Otherwise the choice of  a 
would be refuted. From p4-  p7 if e(b, t) is never destroyed then la(b,~ ) < to 
for eo(b m, m) < ~.  Thus in any case ¢b(b m, m) < ~.  Note that m ~ Do(b m) 
because m (~ Do(a) and O(e) > m for each e such that a c c c b,, .  
~t Now let b,,.~ < b~,~. Either t(bTn ) < w or ¢(b m n do ) < w, because 
i:(c) < w whenever e is preferred and c '~' d o is not. From P2.1 for all 
sufficiently large s such that (b(b m . m, s) < oa we have 
c~(b,n, m, s) < la(b m, s) < mm{t(b,n) , t (b~n ~ do)) < w . 
From above if  e(b, t) is never destroyed then there are inf initely.many s 
such that ~b(b,~. m, s) < ~.  Hence if e(b, t) is never destroyed then 
tb(b m, m)< co. 
Suppose ~(bm, m. s) is destroyed at stage s + 1 and that e(b, s) < w is 
not destroyed at stage s + i. Then either some mmlber ~< ~(b,,, m, s) is 
enumerated in C or (p(b m . m, s) is d;~stroyed through C1.2 or C1.3 at 
stage s + 1. If ~b(b,.~, m, s) is destroyed through C1.2 at stages + 1 and 
stages + 1 pertains t.9 e(c, s), then b m n (f, m)c  c. !)ut b,, n (.t~ m) is  
not iegitima~te, thus CI .2 is impossible. I f  ¢(b, , ,  m. s) is destroyed through 
C1.3 at stage s + 1, let stage s + 1 pertain to e(e. s) where e(c, s) was 
enumerated in A at stage u + 1. Then a(e, s) = b m and v(e, s) = m. Since 
C1 .q occurs scJ.,,e number ~< 0,t (e(c. s), u) is enumerated in Blm at a stage 
>u and <s. Frc, m P10 Om(e(e, s). u) < $(b,,,  m, u). From PI no stage 
>u + 1 and < s ~ 1 has characteristic Da. because a c b m = a(¢. s~. and 
O(a) > m = v(c, s). Thus if $(b m, m, s) is destroyed at stage s + 1, e(b, s) 
= e(b, s + !) < ¢,~, and s' is the greatest number <s  st~ch thata(s' + !) D a, 
then some mm~ber <~ dp(b m. m. s') is enumerated in C L~ B ~ at a sta~e >s'  
and <~s + 1. 
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Suppose that e(b, t) is enumerated in A at stage t + l and that no num- 
ber -< e(b, t) is enumerated in C at a stage >t .  Let o be the least number 
>t  such that stage o + 1 pertains to e(b. t) = e(b, o) and one of  the fol- 
lowing five possibilities holds: 
(i) C 1,1 occurs and b m c a(b, v), 
(ii) C 1.2 occurs and there exists d ~ a such theft d is the greatest initial 
segment of  a(b, o) for which d ~ (f, v(b, v)) c a(b, v), 
(iii) C1,3 occurs and there exists d 3 a such that d is the greatest initial 
segment o fa(b ,  o) for which d '~ ( f ,  v(b, v)) c a(b, v), 
(iv) a(b, o) = b m and v(b, o) = m, 
(v) v(b, v + 1 } > m. 
Note that v(b. t + 1) -<< m because some number< m is in F(b)  -- Do(b) 
namely the least number k such that tot ~eme c. e n (j] k) c b. Note also 
from PI tllat i fu  > t, v(b, u) < m, and a(u + I) < b, then a(u + 1) < a. 
If v does not exist then either e(b, t) is cestroyed at some stage with char- 
acteristic <a ,  or ¢(b, t) is never destroyed and v(b, v) < m for all o > t. 
which yields a c¢ a(v) for all v > r But the only stages considered have 
characteristics 3a  or >a, and infinitely many have characteristics 3 a. 
Thus v exists. 
By induction on z, if t < z < v then b m c a(b, z) and v(b, z) <~ m. Let 
n' < m and a c b' ~ (]~ n')  c b. Again by induction on z, if t < z < v 
and b' ~ ( f  r f )  c a(b, z) then v(b, z) < n'. These two inductions are 
similar. We treat the first one in detail, Suppose z = t + I < v then 
a(b. : )  ~ b 3 b through C5.2 and v(b, z)  <~ m since t < v. Now for induc- 
lion let t+ I < z <~ v, a(b, z - I) 3 b m, and v(b, z - 1)<~ m. Clearly 
v~b, z) <~ m, otherwise z = v + 1. I fa(b, z) a: a(b, z - 1) then stage z per- 
tains to e(b, t) and CI .2 occurs since v(b, z) --# ~o. Let d be the greatest 
initial segment ofa(b,  z - ! )such that d '~ (t] v(b, z -- 1) )c  a(b, z - 1). 
Suppose C1.2 occurs at stage z. Then d 3 a. otherwise z = v + 1 through 
(ii). Hence v(b, z - I) < m, and b m c d by definition of  b m because 
d n ( f  v(b, z - 1 ) )c  a(b. z - i ) c  b. Also a(b, z )3  b m s incea(b,  z )=d.  
This completes the induction step. We now return to the main thread of 
our argument in which we aim to show that, if e(b, t) is enumerated in A 
at stage t + 1 and no number < e(b, t) is enumerated in C at a stage >t, 
then tliere exists s > t such that e(b, s + 1 ) = e(b, t), O(b m, m, s) = dp(b m, m, t), 
and ¢(b m, m, s + 1) = w.  
l fa (b ,  v) = b m and v(b, v) < m then either (i) or (ii) obtains. Other- 
wise C t .3 occurs at stage v + 1, and (iii) is ruled out by the nonexistence 
of suitable d while (v) is ruled out by the eligibility of m as a value of  
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v(b, v + 1 ). Now consider the case in which a(b, o) 4= b m . Let b~, = b then 
a(b, t + 1) = bm. Further,  let z be the least number >t  such th:a 
a(b, z + 1 ) ~- b m , then z < o and v(b, z)  < m. Since a(b, z + 1 ) ~ a(b. z), 
C1.2 occurs at stage z + 1 and 
a(b, z + 1) n (f,  p(b, z)) c b m =b.  
Now a(b, z + i ) is a proper initial segment of  a by definit ion o fb  m . Hence 
o = z contradiction. Thus b m ~ b which means that b m ~ (f,  n) c b for 
some n < m. From tile inductive result about n' and b' stated above we 
get a(b, v) 73 b m n ( f  n) and ~,(b, o) < n by taking n' and b' to be ~ and 
b m respectively. Let n O be tile least number > v(b, o) such that for some 
b 0 ~ a we have b 0 n ( f  no ) c a(b, o). I f  v(b, o) < n 0 either (i) or (ii) 
holds, because if C1.3 occurs no d appropriate to (iii) exists and n o -<< n 
is eligible as a value of  ~.,(b, o + 1). I fn  0 q~ F(a(b, o)) then there exist 
n 1 < n o and b I such that b 0 c b I n (f.  nt ) c a(b, o). Using the same in- 
ductive result as before, v(b, o) < n 1 which contradicts the choize of  n 0. 
Thus n o ~ F(a(b, o)). Hence if v(b, o) = n 0 C1.3 occurs at stage o + 1, 
whence (iii) is satisfied because bo ~ a. We conclude that whether 
a(b, o) = b m or not, (v) may be ignored. 
I f  (ii) holds then by P5 some stage > o + 1 has characteristic < a. The 
point to notice here is that d in the statement of  P5 is a proper initial 
segment o fa .  Thus (ii) may also be ignored. 
We now show that if ( i )  (iii), or (iv) holds then (p(b m. m. t) is de- 
stroyed at some stage >t  + I and ~< o + t, I f ( i )  holds flien ¢(a(b, v), 
~,(b, v), v) is enumerated in Cat  stage o + 1. l fb,n ~ (f~ ~ C a(b, v) 
then from P2.2 and P4.2. 
~(a(b, o), ~'(b, v), t) < q~(b,n, n, t) < q~(b m, m. t) . 
if bin n f n) c¢ a(b, v) then b m = a(b, v) because we are assuming (i). 
Since rn ~ F(bm) , in this case v(b, v) < m whence by P4.2 
~b(ar'b, v), v(b, o), t) < ~(b m, m, t ) .  
Note that the ~,alues of  $ appearing in these last two inequalities are < ¢o 
by P4.1. It is ~:ow clear that if (i) holds, c~(b m, m, t) will certainly be de- 
stroyed at a stage >t  + 1 and < v + I unless Cp(a(b, v), v(b, v), t) is de- 
stroyed through C! at a stage z + 1, t < z < o. Note that $(a(b,o) ,v(b.o) , t )  
is not destroyed through a(z + 1) < a(b, o), because this would mean 
that e(b, t) was destroyed at stage z + 1 contrary to the choice of  v. 
For proof  by contradiction suppose that Cp(a(b, v), v(b, o), t) is de- 
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stroyed through CI at stage z + 1. Let stage z + I pertain to e(b', v) 
where e(b', o) = e(b', t') was enumerated in A at stage t' + 1. Then 
a(b, o) c b' and v(b, o) = v(b', z) v~ v(b', z + 1). Thus b' :~ b. I f t '  < tl let 
b' o be the least initial segment o fb '  such that O(b~) = v(b', t) <~ v.b', z), 
then b 0 c a(b, o) c b. Now a(t + 1) = b ~ a 2, but since a(t + 1) D b' o we 
have a(t + ! )~ b~ '~ d o through CI and e(b', t'). Thus b~3 n do c b. But 
b~ 1n do ~ b' since v(b', t) ~ D0(a(b', t)), and a(b, v) c~ do c~ b by defini- 
tion ofa(b,  t~). It follows that bl) is a proper initial segment ofa(b,  o), 
whence b~ '~ d o c a(b, o) since a(b, o) c b. Since a(b, v) c b', b' o n do c b' 
which contradicts our finding above. 
Now consider the case in which t < t', let b 0 be the least initial seg- 
ment o fb  such that O(b o) = v(b, t') < v(b, v). Since (~(a(b, o), v(b, o), t) 
is destroyed through C1.2 or C1.3 at stage z + 1 pertaining to e(b', t'), 
a(b, o) c b' and a(b, v) n do ~ b'. Since v(b, v) ~ O(b0), we have 
b o C a(b, o) c b'. Considering stage (t' + 1, lh(b 0)) we see from P1 that 
b' 3 b 0 n do because a(t' + 1) = b' '~ a~. Hence b 0 n a0 c a(b, v) c a(b, t'), 
and v(b. t') ~ D0(a(b, t')) which is a contradiction of the way v(b, t) is 
defined. This completes the proof that if (i) holds then c~(brn, m, t) will 
be destroyed at a stage >t  + 1 and < v + 1. 
We now consider the case in which (iii) holds, Here 4;(d, v(b, o), v) is 
enumerated in C at stage o + 1+ Notice that b m c d because a c d, 
d n (.~ v(b, o)) C b, m ~ F(a), and v(b, o) < m. From P2.2 and P4.2 we 
get ¢ffd, v(b, o), t) < ~(b m, m. t) either because d = b m and v(b, o) = n < m, 
or because bm ~ (.t~ n) c d and n < m. Thus ~(b,,, m, t) is certainly de- 
stroyed at some stage >t  + 1 and < o + 1 unless ¢(d, v(b, u), t) is de- 
stroyed through C I at a stage z + 1, t < z < v. But such destruction of 
c)(d, v(b, v), t) through C1 can be ruled out in the same way as for 
¢(a(b, v), v(b, o), t) in the treatment of (i). This completes our consider- 
ation of (iii). 
Finally suppose that (iv) holds. Then C 1.3 occurs at stage v + 1, be- 
cause if Ct .2 occurs from P5 there will be a stage >o + 1 with charac- 
teristic < a. In this case 4~(b m , m, t) is destroyed at stage v + 1 if not be- 
fore. 
We can summarize our findings as follows. If e(b, s) < w and a c a(s + 1) 
then e~(b m , m, s) < co, If e(b) < co then ¢#(b,n, m) < ~. Let ¢(b m, m, s) 
be destroyed at stage s + I, e(b, s) = e(b, s + 1) < w, and s' be the greatest 
number < s such that a(s' + 1 ) ~ a, then some number < ~b(b m, m, s') is 
enumerated in C u B~, z at a stage >s' and <~ s + 1. If e(b, t) is enumer- 
ated in A at stage t + 1 and no number ~< e(b, t) is enumerated in C at a 
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stage >t  then $(b m, m, t) is evet~tually destroyed before e(b, t) is de- 
stroyed. Thus, if e(b, s) < to, e(b. s) q~ .4 if and only if either e(b. s) is 
destroyed before being enumerated in A or there exists o such that 
A(e(b, s), v) = 0, e(b, u) = e(b, s), a c a(v + 1), $(b m, m. o) < to. and no 
number < q~(brn, rn, o) is enumerated in B,I,, u C at a stage >v. This 
shows that A is recursive in C+Bl ,  n i fa  has last member (f, m). 
Now suppose that (f, m) is not the last member ofa .  We shall show 
that with the aid of oracles for C and B°m we can effectively tell whether 
e(b, t) ~ A or not. The argument is very like the one we have given above 
Let b m be the least initial segment of b such that a c b m at~.d either 
b m = b c,r b m n ( f  11) C b where 12 < m. If e(b. s) < to and a c a(s ~ 1 ) 
then 4fib m , m, s) < to. Otherwise we should have a < a(s + 1 ) by C2. 
Just as before we can argue that i f t (b )  < to then #~(b m, m) < to. If 
~(b m , m, s) is destroyed at stage s + 1 and e(b, s) = e(b, s + ! ) < to then 
either some number < O(b m, m, s) is enumerated m C at stage s + 1, or 
there exists t < s such that no stage >t  + 1 and < s + 1 has characteristic 
z a and some number < q~(b m, m, t) is enumerated in B,°~ at a stage > t 
and < s. The difference from the case in which (f, m) is the last member 
of  a is that now m q~ F(bm). Thus if ~b(b m, rn, s) is destroyed through CI,  
it must now be through C1.2. To complete the proof it has to be shown 
that if e(b, t) is enumerated in A at stage t + 1 and no v~umber < e(b, t) 
is enumerated in C at a stage >t, then (~(b n, 111, t) is destroyed before 
e(b, t). We define u as before except hat (iv) now becomes: 
(iv) bmn ( f  m) C a(b, v) and v(b, o) = m, 
As before the po~ibilities (ii) and (v) may be ignored. For (i), (iii), and 
(iv) we follow the same line of argument as before with some minor 
changes. We conclude that in each case (p(b m, m. t) is destroyed at a stage 
< u + 1 and e(b, u + 1) < co. It follows easily that A is recursive in 
C +B ° . 
We cgnclude this part by showing that Propositions 11 and 1 2 ensure 
the success -~f the construction. For each m there exists a preferred char- 
acteristic sequence c such that O(c) = m and c n do is not preferred. To 
see this cor~,ider t~rbitrary legitimate b E G. By induction on i it follows 
from L2 that (f, i) occurs at most 2 i times in b. Therefore if b is long 
enough either ( f  i) occurs in b for some i =~ tt ~,i- ,~,.~ a consecu- 
tive part of b of length 2n having no member of the form (£  i). From 
LI two consecutive members o fb  cannot both be d o, Further, if 
b 0 c b~ c b and lh(bl) = lh(b 0 + 1), then O(bl)  < O(b0) + 1, and 
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O(b 1 ) = O(b 0) + 1 unless either b 1 = b 0 '~ (f, i) for some i o rb  I =b o n do 
I fb  I = b 0 '~' d o, then O(b I) = O(b0). It follows that i fb  is long enough 
then O(b o) = n for some b 0 c b such that b o n do ~ b, From P11 there 
exist preferred characteristic sequences of  arbotrary length, whence the 
desired c exists, Since either c ~' d I , or e n w, or c n ( f  i) is preferred 
for some i, -7. m ¢ A by p6, p4, or p7 respectively. Thus the construction 
certainly satisfies ~m, From PI " the construction also satisfies ~m" 
4. Verification of Ih'opositions 1 to 10 
This part of the paper is very complex. Tile complexity stems from 
the way in which the construction was discovered. From very crude be- 
ginnings the final format of  the constructi&l was achieved only after a 
series of modifications each designed to eliminate a flaw found in the 
previous attempt. This process of evolution yielded only a cloudy intui- 
tion as to why the construction shotfld work. 
Proposition PI will be proved outright. Propositions P2-6  are proved 
by simultaneous course-of-values induction. Each part of each of these 
propositions i an assertion about the first s + 1 stages of the construction. 
In each case there is the tacit assumption that there are s + 1 stages. 
Further in ~he induction step the various parts of P2 -6  are to be re- 
garded as being proved in the order: 
P2( lk  P4(1), PS, P2(2), P3(1), P4(2), P4(3), P6(3), P3(2) . 
The remaining parts of P6 are to be placed after P3(2). Each of P7 -10  
is proved in the normal way assuming only the truth of earlier proposi- 
tions. 
Proof of PI. Suppose the hypothesis is true. To prove PI( 1 ) consider v 
such that t + 1 < v + I ~ s and a(u + 1) D e. Then v(c, v) <~ v(c, s) = n. 
If v(c, v) < n let q be tile least initial segment of a(c, v) such ~hat 
O(q) = I,(c, v), Then q ~ e c a(c, s) c c. From the definition of ~, 
v(c, v )~ Do(a(c, o)) whence ,~(c, o )~ Do(a(c, s)) because a(c, s) c a(c, o). 
Hence q 'a d o ¢ e. Therefore ¢ a(v + 1 ) because otherwise through C1 
e(c, v) will ensure a(v + 11D q n do or a(v + 1)=q n a0 ifa(v + 1) D q. 
Thus u(e, v) = n and a(c, v) = a(c, s). Reasoning as above we see that 
a(v+ 1) De n d o o ra0)+ 1)=e c~ a 0. I ra (v+ l )=e  n a 0 then 
v(c, v + 1 ) = v(c, v), whence stage v + 1 pertains to e(c', v) where e c c', 
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c' ~ c, v(e', o) = n, and e(c', o) is enumerated inA  at stage t' + 1 < o + 1. 
Now e n do q~ a(c, o) since n ~ Da(a(c, o)). Also a(c, o) '~ d o ~ c by the 
definition of  a(c, o). Thus e n do q~ c. Similarly e '~ d o ~ c'. By induc- 
tion on v it is legitimate to use P 1 (1) to draw conclusions about stages 
< o. Thus t < t' < o makes a(t' + 1) = e n ao or a(t' + 1) ~ e '~ d o since 
a(t' + 1 ) ~ e. Similarly t' < t < o makes a(t + 1 ) ~ e ~ d o or a(t + I) = e n a0 
since a(t + 1) ~ e. Tht~s t < t' and t' < t both lead to contradiction 
which completes the proof. PI(2) is also evident from the above proof. 
P roof  of  P2(1 ). Let e(b. s), e(c. s) < 6o, and either c < b or ¢ '~ d o c b 
o rc  n dl c b o rc  r~ w c b. Let e(b, s) be assigned at stage t + 1. It" 
e < b or e n do c b, e(c, s) cannot be assigned at a stage >t  + ! because 
e na l  < b. However, i f c  c b and e n do $ b, then e(c, r) < to, for 
otherwise a(t + l) could not be b n al" Thus in any case e(c, t) < to. Let 
c o be the greatest common initial segment of  e and b and let c o have 
length l0. Then by inspection of  C1.4, C2.2, C4, C5.1 and C6/a(c, t) 
< inf l(l o + 1, t). Since/0h(b) ,  t) c / ( l  0 + l, t), it follows that 
e(c, t) = e(c, t + 1 ) < ia(c, t) < e(b, t + 1 ) = e(b, s) 
and that the number enumerated in C at stage t + 1 is >/~(e, t). We can 
now observe that e(c, t) = e(e~ s) because if  the value e(c, t) is destroyed 
at a stage <<. s, e(b, t + 1) will also be destroyed. 
For proof  by contradiction let u be the least number, t < u < 5, such 
that ta(e, u + 1) ~ ta(c, u). There are three possibilities for the case which 
produces this inequality at stage u + 1 : C2.1, C5. i or C6. i f  C5 or C6 
occurs then c n w c b otherwise stage u + I would have characteristic 
<b.  From stage t + I we have ta(c, t) ~ ~t(e(c, t), t) where l = O(c). Since 
ta(e, u + 1)~ I~(c, uL ~l(e(c, u), u) > ~t(e(c. t), t). Thus some number 
<~ ~,t(e(c, t), t) must be enumerated in C at a stage >t  + 1 and ~< u. This 
is impossible because it would destroy e(b, t + I ). We now turn to the 
other case in which C2.1 occurs at stage u + 1. ltere there must exist m 
such that q~(c,, ~ u + 1 ) < w = 0(c. m, u). Then a(u .~ 1 ) = c I c~ a0 where 
c 1 is the greatest initial segment of  e with O(c 1) = m. By choice of  t, 
e 1 c b, whence $(e, rn, t) < to. For 0(c. m, t) = to implies c I c~ d0 c a(t + 1) 
= b na l  which implies a(u + l ) < b, contradiction. Let o he tile least 
number ~ t such that $(e, m, o + i) = to, then t < v < u. Since ¢(b, o+ l )<  to, 
dp(e, m, o) is destroyed through C 1 at stage v + 1. Let stage o + 1 pertain 
to ¢'(d, o). Then e c a(e, o) c d, v(d, o) = m E F(a(d, o)), and either 
e = a(d, o) or e is the greatest initial segment o fa (d ,  o) such that 
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c ~ (.~ m) C a(c, o). I f  c ~ d then c '~ ()'~ k) c d for some k <~ m. There- 
fore unless c n w c b the stage z + 1 at which e(d, o) is enumerated in A 
has characteristic d n a~ < b, in which case z < t. I f c  n w c b and z > t, 
then by P6(3), a(z + I ) ~ c n w, contradiction. Thus z < t in every case. 
Now let c~ be the least initial segment of  c such that O(e2) = m, then 
c~ c c I c b. Hence a(t + 1) ~ c 2. By P I ( I )  applied to e(d, u) we get 
b '~ a I = a(t + I) ~ c 2 n do whence b D c 2 n do . Also c 2 c Cl, and 
c2 n do q[ cl since m = v(c, o) ~ Do(a(d, o)). Therefore a(u + 1) 
=c  1 ~ a 0 < e 2 '~ d o, whence a(u + 1) < b contrary to the choice o f t .  
Since u does not exist the proposit ion is proved. 
Proof of  P2{2L Letc  n (,,L/) c b, e(b, s) and e(c, s} both be <w,  
a(s + I ) ~ c, :rod a(s + 1 ) < c '~ a o. We have to show that 
(*) e(c, s) < e(b, s) ~ ~(b, s} < ~b(c, j, s ) .  
Consider tile greatest t < s such that e(b, t) = ~ then e(b, t + l) is de- 
fined through C3, Let c have length l then in stage (t + l, I) C6 occurs 
whence l(l + l, t) is a subinterval of  (e(c, t), ~(c. j, t)). Thus we get 
e(c. t + l) = eCc, t) < e(b, t+  l )=  la(b, t + l) < ¢~(c,], t + l )  = ~.  
Without loss of  generality suppose ~(c. j. s) < w. Consider the greatest 
u < s such that ~(c. ], u) = co. Then u > t, and ~(c. ]. u + l) < co through 
C2.1, whence 
e(b, u + 1 ) <~ la(b, u + 1 ) ~ ¢(c, ], u + 1 ) --- ~b(c, ], s ) .  
We have e(c. s) = e(c, t) because if e(e, t) is destroyed before stage s + 1 
so will be e(b, t + 1). 
Let v be the least number if any such that u < o < s and ¢(c, ], s) 
<~ ta(b, o + ! ). To complete the proof  o f  (*) it is sufficient o show that 
v does not exist. Now the inequality/a(b, v) </a(b,  v + 1) must arise from 
C2.1, C5 or C6 at stage o + 1. Suppose C5 or C6 occurs then/aO,  o + 1) 
= sup{/.t(b, v), ~n(e(b, t~). v)). Since C4 does not occur at stage 
(o + 1, Ih(b)) we have 
~n(e(b, v), v) < sup i(lh(b), v) < ¢(c, j, v) 
which contradicts the choice of  o. 
Thus lJ(b, o) </ , t (b,  v + 1 ) arises from C2.1, and c~(b, m, v + 1) < $(b, m, v) 
= w for some m. If m > the least member of  F(b) - F(c) then 
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a(o + 1) 3 e n (£ / )  whence 
e(b, o + 1 ) <~ ta(b, v + i ) <~ O(c, L o) 
which contradicts the choice of  o. Thus m ~< the least member of  
F(b) - F(c) and in particular m ~< ,~ Let d be the greatest initial segment 
of  c with O(d) = m. Then stage o + 1 has characteristic d '~ a 0` Now 
~b(b, m, u) = O(b, m, it + 1 ) < o~ either because m < / or because m = .i 
and c c b. Hence there exists a least z. u < z < o, such that O(b, m, z + 1) = o~ 
By choice of  u and t, a(z + 1 ) ~ b and no number ~< O(b, m, z) = O(b, m. u) 
is enumerated in C at stage z + I. Thus ¢(b, m, z) is destroyed through 
C1 at stage z + 1. Let stage z + 1 pertain to e(e, z) where e(e, z) is enumer- 
ated inA at stage x + 1 < z + 1. Thenb c e, ~,(e, z) = m, anda(e, z + 1) 
is either b or co. Note that O(c, ], x)  < ¢o from P4(I)  and e(e, x) < O(c, ], x) 
from P2.2 at stage x + 1. Since 0(c. L x)  ~< O(c, L u + 1 ) at no stage >u 
and ~<s is a number ~< e(e, x) enumerated in C. Let z <<. y < s, a(e. y)  ~ ¢o. 
and e(e, x) be destroyed at s tagey + 1. Then z <3 '  and a (y  + 1) < e. 
Further a (y  + I) < g where g is the least initial segment of  e such that 
O(g) = v(e, y). Otherwise through CI we have either a (y  + 1) >g,  
a(y  + 1) =g n a0 ' o ra (y  + 1) 3 g '~ d 0. Each of  these po~ibil it ies is in- 
compatible with a (y  + 1) < e. Since a(e, y)  c a(e, z + 1) = b we have 
g c b whence e(b, y + 1) = w, contradiction. Thus if z ~< y < s, 
e(e, x)  = e(e, y) ,  a(e, y)  :/: w, and a(e, y + 1 ) = w, then stage y + 1 per- 
tains to e(e, y). 
I f /=  m then/ i s  the last member of  F(b) --- F(c) whence b ~~ (f, m) 
is illegitimate. In this case a(e, z) = b, C1.3 occurs at stage z + ! and 
O(e, L z) is enumerated in C at stage z + I. This contradicts the choice 
of u since u < z < s. Hence m < 1. 
The key to the remainder o f  the proof  that o does not exist is the 
following claim. 
There exists y such that z <<. y < s, stage y + ! pertains to e(e. z) and 
either f c e and C 1.2 occurs at stage y + 1 or e c land  C i. I or C 1.3 
occurs at sta~e y + I where f is the greatest initial segment o f  a(e, 3,) 
such that f r~ (J; v(e, y) )  c a(e, y)  i f  v(e, y)  ~ F(a(e, y))  and f = a(e, y)  
otherwise. For proof  by contradiction suppose no such y exists. Let J0 
be the least number ~< j such that for some e o (to be chosen of  greatest 
possible length once/0 is found) c C c 0 '~ (.£ J0) c b and there exists no 
Y0 standing in the same relation to e 0 as the proposed y to c. It is clear 
that J0 exists because c n (f, j) c b whence i has the properties required 
of/0. Let z 0 be the least number f> z such that stage z 0 + I pertains to 
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e(e, z) and v(e, z o + 1) > ]o, then z o < s. Otherwise by P l (2)  either 
a(s + !) :k e ora(s  + 1) ~ c '~ a o. From the choice o f t  o there is noy  o, 
z < Yo < s, such that fo c Co, stage y 0 + 1 pertains to e(e, z) and C1.2 
occurs, where .to is the greatest initial segment of  a(e, Yo) such that 
fo c~ ( f  p(e, 3'0)) c a(e. yo ). Hence c o n (3,~/o) c a(e, Zo), because 
a(e, Yo + i ) g= a(e, Yo) only through C1.2 and then a(e, Yo + 1 ) i s f  o. Let 
v(e. z o) =j~ then/ l  < Jo. 
Let Ci .  1 occur at stage z o + I then z o serves for 3'0: contradiction. 
Let CI .2 occur at stage -'o + 1 then there exists a greatest c 1 such that 
c 0 c e I '~ (]: J l )  c a(e, Zo). We claim that a(e, z o + 1) = e~ and 
v(e, z 0 + I ) =]o. If not, there exists j  2 and c 2 such that c o '~ (f, Jo) 
c c~ '~ (f. j.,) c_ c 1. It can now be seen that j_~ has the defining property 
of /0 with e~ ~lavin,, I . -+ the role of  c o. But j ,  < Jo, contradicting the choice 
of /o.  Let C1.3 occur at stage z o + 1 and c 1 = e(e. Zo). By the same argu- 
ment as for C 1.2 a(e, z o + 1 ) = c 1 and u(e, z o + 1) = Jo. Above we re- 
marked that z o < s. By the same token there exists a least z l, z o < z 1 < s, 
such that stage z 1 + 1 pertains to e(e, z). Now c 0 is the greatest initial 
segment of  c~ such that c o n (f,  1o) c c 1. Otherwise there exist c 2 and 
.i~ such that c o '~ ( f  ]0 ) c: c 2 '~ ( f  J2) c e I and J2 < t0 which would 
contradict he choice of /0 as above. Clearly a(e, z l) = e 1 and u(e, z 1) = i0. 
At stage z 1 + 1 the defining property o fe  0 is contradicted. This com- 
pletes the proof  that y e×ists. 
As above let jf be the greatest initial segment of  a(e, y)  such that 
.f "; (£  v(e, y)) c a(e, y)  if v(e, y )~ F(a(e, y)), and let [be  a(e, y)  other- 
wise. Recall that tt is the greatest number <s  such that ~b(c, ], U) = Co and 
that u < z < s. We now consider the various possibilities for.f. If f=  c 
and C1.2 or C1.3 occurs at stage y + 1 then ~b(e, j y)  is destroyed at stage 
y + 1 contrary to the definit ion of  u. If f=  e and CI. 1 occurs at stage 
y + 1 then y can be replaced by a lesser number such that CI .2 occurs. 
I f / '  is a proper initial segment of  e then by P5 some stage >y and ~<s has 
characteristic < e, contradiction. Here one should note that .if :k e, whence 
C 1.2 occurs at stage y + 1, whence a(e, y + 1) = f or a(e, y + '. ) = co; thus 
the "d'" of  P5 for e(e, z) is a proper initial segment of  e. 
The case which remains is that in which f3  c '~ ( f , / )  and either C1.1 
or C1.3 occurs at stage y + I. Let ~,(e, y)  = p; then 4~(.f, p, Y) is enumer- 
ated in C at stage y + 1 and p ~ D0(f) .  Recall that e(e, z) is enumerated 
in A at stage x + 1, v(e, z) = m < L Let d o be the greatest initial segment 
o fe  such that O(do) =i ;  then a(u + 1) = d o n a0 by choice o fu .  By choic( 
of  z, u < z. Thus i fx  < u, then u(e, u) < m and Pl i2 applied to e(e, x) 
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and stage u + 1 yields: a(u + 1) :~ d 0. From this contradiction we infer 
that u < x. Applying 72(2) and P4(1) to stage x + 1, $(f, p, x) < $(e, L x). 
Also 0(c, L x) = $(e, L Y) since bothx  and), are >u and <s. Thus if 
$(f, p, x) = ¢(f, p, y), $(e, L Y) is destroyed at stage 3' + 1 contradicting 
the choice of  uo Hence tEere exists a least z', x < z' < y,  such that 
$(f, p, z' + 1 ) = w. Now $(.f, p, z') cannot be destroyed either by stage 
z' + 1 having characteristic </ 'wh ich  would destroy e(b, z') also, or by 
the enumeration i  C of  some number < $(.f, p, z') which would destroy 
(~(e, L z'), contradicting the choice ofu. Thus C1.2 or C1.3 occurs at 
stage z' + 1 with respect o some e(e', z') such that fC  e' and v(e', z') = p, 
Let e(e', z') be enumerated in A at stage x' + 1 < z' + 1. Suppose 
x < x', then x < x' < y. Le t f '  be the least initial segment o fe  such that 
O(.f') = v(e, y)  then f c f because O(.f) .), v(e, ),). Further, applying 
PI(1) to e(e, x) = e(e, y)  we havea(x'  + 1) Dlf' '~ d O since by choice of 
x' we have a(x' + 1) =e'  n a2 z f3  f'. But f '  '~ d o (~fsince fc  a(e, y)  
and u(e, y)  q2 Do(a(e. y)), andf  ,~ d o q~ e' because 0(~ P, z') is destroyed 
through CI at a stage pertaining to e(e', z'). This is a contradiction. Simi- 
larly x' < x leads to a contradiction, because x' < x < z', e 3 f,  and 
O(s¢)>~ u(e', z') =p. I fx  =x'  then e =e'  and so l)(e, z') = v(e, y). But 
either C1.2 of  Ci.3 occurs at stage z' + I whence v(e', z') < u(e'. z' + 1). 
Since z' < y we have a contradiction in this case also. This completes the 
proof that v does not exist and of  the first part of  P2(2). 
Now suppose that k < / and k q~ D0(e). As bel~re let t be the greatest 
number <s  such that e(b, t) = ~,  and let lh(¢) = L From stage (t + 1,/) 
l(l + I, t) has least member >4~(c, k, t) since ¢(c, k, t) < ~(c, i, t) by P4(2). 
Thus we have from C3 at stage t + 1 
(a(e, k, t) = q~(c, k, t + 1 ) < e(b, t + 1 ) = e(b, s ) .  
Let u be the greatest number, if any, such that t < v < s and ~b(¢, k, u + !) = o~ 
To complete the proof it is enough to show that u does not exist. If 
a(u + 1 ) < e or some n..'.mber < ~(c, k, u) is enumerated in C at stage 
u + 1 then e(b, u + 1 ) = w which is a contradiction. Thus ~(¢, k, u) is de- 
stroyed throt:jh C! at stage u + 1. Let stage u + ! pertain to e(d. u) 
where e(d, u) = e(d, o) was enumerated in A at stage v + 1 < u + 1. Then 
v(d, u) = k. Siace there exists q ~ Do(e), k < q < O(e), i for instance, we 
have a(d, u + 1 ) = c. There are two possibilities: d = ¢ or , /~  e '~ (f, m) 
for some m </c  In either of these cases o ~ t yields e(b, v + i ) = ~o, a 
contradiction. If 0 < t, then o < t < u. Also u(d, u) = k. Now a(t + 1) ~ b ~ g 
where g is the least initial segment o fd  such that O(g) = k. Hence by PI(1) 
A,tL t.eehla~ /A  r¢cursb'c(v ,'mm',erabh' degree not splitthtg ol er le~ser ones 339 
a(t + I) ~ g ~ d o . But g ~ c since k < /, andg :~ d 0~cs incev(d ,u )=k.  
Thus a(t + 1 ) = b '~ a I D g '~ d 0 is a contradiction, Hence u does not 
exist and ~(c, k, t) = (~(c. k. s), which completes the proof of P2(2). 
Proof of P3( 1 L By examining the cases in the construction which lead to 
another substage, namely Ct .4, C2.2, C4, C5.2 and C6, we can easily see 
that l(i, s) is the intersection of all the intervals of  the following three 
kil~ds: 
(i) (ta(c, sk co) where e(c. s) < co and either c < b, or c ~ d o < b, or 
e ~ d I c b, o re  '~ wcb ,  
(ii) (e(c, s), ~(c,/, s)) where e(c, s) < co and c `~ (./~/) c b, 
(iii) (O(c. k, s), O(c, ], s)) where e(c, s) < to, c n (),~ j) c b, k < ], and 
~(c, k, s )< to. 
With the notation of the statement of the construction suppose (b, s) < co 
From P2( 1 ) and (2) it is immediate that e(b, s) ~ inf l(i, s) and 
/a(b, s) < sup l(i, s). This ccmpletes the proof of  P3( l ). 
Proof of P3(2). Suppose stage (s + 1, i + t ) exists, we must show that 
l(i + 1, s) :# 0. We continue the line of argument begun in the proof of 
P3( I k There are several cases according as to which of  C1.4, C2.2, C4, 
C5.2 and C6 occurs in stage (s + 1, i). Suppose C1.4 occurs then l(i + I, s) 
is Ik)rmed from l(i, s) by subtracting each interval [0,/a(d, s)] such that 
d '~ a 0 < b ~ d o and e(d, s) < w. Consider particular such d. I fd  < b 
we have already seen that/a(d, s) < inf l(i, s). Otherwise b cd .  For any 
c with c(c, s) < w and c ~~ t.l~ ]) c b we have ~(c, j, s) >/a(d, s) by P2(2). 
Thus sup l(i, s) E l(i + 1, s) which completes this case. All the other 
cases except C6 may be treated similarly. Let C6 occur ;.n stage (s + 1, i). 
As a preliminary for this case we show that i fc _-3 b n w, then e(c, s)= w. 
For proof by contradiction suppose c D b '~ w and e(c, s) < W. Let 
e(c, s) be assigned at stage t + 1 then a(t + 1) ~ b ~ w. Now a(u) ~b '~ w 
for all u in t < u ~< s, otherwise (c, t + 1 ) would be destroyed, lqy P6(3) 
a(s + 1 ) ~ b '~ w contrary to the hypothesis that C6 occurs at stage 
(s + 1, i). It follows that l(i + i, s) may be formed from l(i, s) by sub- 
tracting 10, e(b, s)l, (~b(b, j, s), col [0, ~(b, k, s)] for each k < j such that 
$(b. k. s) < to, and each interval 10,/a(d, s)] such that e(d, s) < w, 
d ~ b, d ~b ~ w, and d< b '~ (.t; j). (Recall that fo rd< b we already 
have la(d, s) < inf i(i, s).) Consider such d then since d must be legitimate 
we have d D b 'a (f, k) wtere k q~ Do(b) u F(b) and k < L By P4.1 and 
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e(b, s) < ¢(b, k, s) < ¢(b, l, s) < co. 
Also hi(d, s) < $(b, k, s) from P2(2). Now e(b. s) < $(b, L s) < V(b, s) 
whence ¢p(b, L s) ~- l(i, s) from P3( 1 ). tt follows that $(b, j, s) ~ t(i + 1, s) 
which completes the proof. 
Proof of  P4. Recall the hypothesis: lh(b) = i, O(b) = n, b c a(s + 1 ), 
a(s + 1) < b n ao ' and e(b, s) < to. For P4( I ) note that C2. i cannot oc- 
cur unless n $Do(e).  Thus ¢(b, ], s) < co certainly implies j ~ Do(b). For 
the rest of P4( l )  suppose for proof by contradiction that j < n, / ~ D0(b), 
and $(b,/, s) = co. Let c be the greatest initial segment o fb  such that 
O(c) =/. By C2 either a(s + i ) D c n do or a(s + 1 ) = c '~ a o. In tile 
former case] ~ Do(b) and in the latter e = b and a(s + l) = b ~ a 0. In 
either event we have the desired contradiction. This completes P4(1). 
For P4(2) let i 1 < ]2 < n and neither/l  nor/2 be in Do(b). We must 
show that e(b, s) < $(b, ]1, s) < $(b, ]2, s) and that q~(b, ]1, s) is assigned 
before $(b, ]2, s). For i = 1, 2, let e i be the greatest initial segment of b 
such that O(b) =/i. Then c ~ e I since]l < ]2. By C2.1 $(b./2, s) is as- 
signed at a stage t + 1 with characteristic e 2 n a0" If $(b, ]1, t) = co, then 
by C2 stage t + 1 would have characteristic either e 1 '~ d o or c I ~ a 0. 
Since ]1 $ D0(b), $(b, ]l, t) < co. Also by C2.1 at stage t + l, v(b. t) 
< ~b(b, ]2, t + 1) whence $(b,/1, t) < $(b, ]2, t + 1 ). Choose the least v 
if any such that t < v < s and $(b, ]1. o + l) = co. If $(b, / l ,  o) is de- 
stroyed other than C l, $(b, ]2, t + 1) is also destroyed at stage o + t 
which is impossible. Thus stage o + i pertains to some e(e, o) such that 
v(e, v) =]l and a(e, o + 1) = b. Note that a(e, v + l) ~: co since 
]1 < i2 ~ Do(b) and ]2 < O(b). To complete the proof of  the proposition 
it is clearly sufficient o show that v does not exist. 
Suppose a(c, u) 4: w for all u in o < u < s. Then a(e, s) c a(c, u + 1~ = b 
and v(e, s) :.~ O(a(c, s)). Let e be the least initial segment ofa(e, s) with 
O(e) = v(e, s) th~n from PI~2) a(s + i) -- e n a0 ora(s + 1 ) 3 e n do 
since a(s + 1 ) D t~. This contradicts a(s + 1) < b n ao since e c b and 
e r, do ~ b. Thu, there exists a least number It such that v < u < s and 
a(¢, u + 1) = co. Let a(u + 1) < c then a(u + 1) D b D a(c, it). Otherwise 
$(b,/2, u) is destroyed at stage u + I. Let e now be the least initial seg- 
ment ofa(e, u) with O(e) = v(c, u). Frown Pl(2) a(u + I) = e :~ a o or 
a(u + 1) D e n do , which contradicts a(u + !) < e. Hence a(u + l) ~ c. 
For proof by contradiction assume that some number ~< e(e, u) is 
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enumerated in C at stage u + I. Since a(e, v + 1) = b and ~(c, v) =]1 
notice that either e -- b or c ~ b '~ ( f  ]) for some,/~< ]I- Let e(e, v) be 
enumerated in A at stage z + I. From P2(2) e(c, z) < (~(b, j, z) if 
e z b f~ ( f  ]). From P4(1) and (2), ~(b, j. z) ~< ~b(b, ]2, z) < w. Thus in 
any case, i.e. even if e = b, we have e(e, z) < ¢(b, ]2, z) < 6~. Also 
~b(b,/2' 2) ~ ¢(b, ]2, u) and so e(c, u) < dp(b,/2, u). Hence ~b(b,/2, u) is 
de.~troyed at stage u + I, contradiction. Thus no number ~< e(c, u) is 
e:t. merated in C at stage u + I, whence stage u + 1 pertains to e(c, u). 
_et d be defined as in PS. l fd  is a proper initial segment o fb  then by 
P some stage >u and ~< s + I has characteristic <b contradicting either 
.ile choice of  t or a(s + 1 ) -~ b. Hence d = b, a(c, u) = b, and either C 1.1 
or C1.3 occurs at stage u + I. I f  v(c, u) ~/2 ,  then, s~nce t,(c, v) =/1, for 
some x we have v < x ~< u, t,(e, x) =/2, and ~(b, J2, x + 1 ) = co, contra- 
dicting the choice of  r. Therefore I)(c, u) = y </2  and CI. 1 occurs at stage 
u + 1. ( I fC t .3  occurred, a(c, u + 1) would be ~w since/2 ~Do(b). )  In 
this case ¢(b, y, u) is enumerated in C at stage u + 1. From P4(1) and (2), 
~p(b, y, z) < ~(b, ]2, z) < 63. Suppose z < t then z < t < u. Let c 3 be the 
least initial segment o re  such that O(c 3) =y  = ~(c, u). Then e 3 n do q~ e2 
since y ~ Do(b), and yet c 3 c. c 2 because y ~< ]2. By choice of  t, a(t + 1) 
= e 2 '~ a 0 ~, c 3. But from P ! ( t )  applied to e(e, z), we now get 
a(t + 1 ) 3 c 3 ~ d o: contradiction. Thus t < z whence ¢(b, ]2, u) = (p(b, ]2, z) 
Since 4a(b, ]~, z) is not destroyed at stage u + 1,4~(b, y, z) is destroyed at 
some stage w + 1 < u. Now cb(b, y, z) must be destroyed through C1 at 
stage w + 1, otherwise 4~(b, ]2, t + 1 ) would also be destroyed. Let stage 
w + i pertain to e(e. w) where e(e, w) was enumerated in A at stage 
r+ l  <w+l .  Supposer<zthenr<z<w.  Nowe~bandv(e ,w)  =y, 
whence a(z + 1) 3 e 3 '-~ d o by applying P I(1) to ere, r). This contradicts 
a(z + 1) = e ': a 2 which follows from the choice of  z. Similarly if z < r, 
then z < r < u. Applying PI(1) to e(e, z) we geta(r + i) ~ e 3 n do , which 
contradicts a(r + 1 ) = e '~ a 2, Thus z = r and c = e. But now 
u(e, w + I) > v(e. z) = y which contradicts v(c, u) = y. This contradic- 
tion completes the proof  that v cannot exist and hence the proof  of  
P4(2). 
For P4(3) suppose 4~(b, j. s) < w and that ~(b, j, s) is assigned at stage 
v + 1. We must show that no number ~< ~(b, j, s) is enumerated in A u C 
at a stage >v and ~< s. If a number ~< 4~(b, j, s) is enumerated in C at a 
stage >v and ~< s, then ~(b, j, v + 1) would be destroyed too early. For 
the rest, assume for proof  by contradiction that e(c, u) is enumerated in
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A at stage u + 1, v < u < s and that e(c, u)  < ¢(b, L u). Then b g c and 
none o fb  n do , b n dt  and b • w are initial segments o f t  by P2(1) ap- 
plied to stage u + 1. Also e n a2 g b, otherwise ~(b, L u) would be de- 
stroyed at stage u + 1. There are now three possibilities: 
( i ) c  n wcb,  
( i i )  c = b,  
(iii) b n (f, k) c c for some k. 
Let e(b, s) be assigned at stage t + I < o + 1 and O(c) =/. 
Suppose (i) holds. Then c n w c a(t + 1 ), t < u and a(r) ~ e for all r 
in t<r<u~- l .  ByP6(3)  a (u+i )De  ~ ws incea(u+l )3cand 
a(u + l)  = e n a2 < e n a0" This is a contradict ion. 
Suppose (ii) holds. Let w be the least number  ~ u such that a(c, w + i) = c~ 
Applying P l (1)  to e(e, u) we can see that w exists at~d w ~< s. because 
a(s + l)  ~ b = e and a(s + l)  < b ~ a 0. Also by P l (2) ,  w 4: s whence 
w < s. Let d be defil~ed f rom c and u, as d is defined from e and t in PS. 
Let x be the least number  ~> w such that a(x + l ) 3 d and a(x + l) < d ~ a 0, 
then x ~< s because ither d = c or d ~ ( f  m) c c for some m. By PS, if  
d ~ e, some stage >w and < s + 1 has characteristic < c = b, contradiction. 
Hence d = c = b. If  v(e. w) >>. ] then there exists y, u < y .<< w, such that 
v(¢. y )  = ] and stage y + 1 pertains to e(c, u). This is because a(c, k) = c 
for all k in u + l < k ~< w and ] q~ Do(e) = Do(b). But from stage y + I, 
(b(e, ], y + l)  = w. This contradicts o < y < s, whence v(c, w) = m for 
some m < L Since a(c, w + I ) = w C1.1 occurs at stage w + I. (Note t}~at 
either CI.  1 or C I.3 occurs because d = a(c, w) and that if C1.3 occurs 
then ] is eligible as a value of  v(c, w + 1).) Thus $(e, m, w) is enumerated 
in C at stage w + I. Applying P4(2) to stage u + l we have qS(e, m, u) 
< ~b(e, ], u) = ¢(e, ], s) < 6o whence $(e, m. y + l ) = t.o for some 
y, u < y < w. Othei wise q~(b,/, o + 1) would be destroyed at stage w + I. 
Consider the least such y: then ~b(e, m, y )  is destroyed through C I at 
stagey + 1. Let stagey + 1 pertain to e(e, y )  and z + ! < 9, + I be the 
stage at which e(e, y )  is enumerated in A. Then e D c and v(e, 3,) 
= m ~ v(e, y v l ). Since y < w and v(e, w) = m we have e 4: e and thus 
u ~ z. Suppose" u < z; then u < z < w, v(c, w) = rn < ] and a(z + 1) 2 c. 
Applying PI (1) to e(c, u) we get a contradict ion.  Similarly if z < u, 
then z < u < y, v(e, y )  = m < ] and a(u + 1 ) 3 e. Applying PI (1) to 
e(e, z) we get a contradict ion. This means that (ii) cannot hold. 
Thus (iii) holds, i.e. c 3 b n (f,  k) for some k. Since a(u + 1 ) = c '~ a~ 
from P2(2) we have $(b, L u) < e(c, u)  i f ]  < k. Hence]  ~ k\ F rom P4(2) 
$(b, L u) >~ $(b, k, u). Let w be the least number  if any such that w > u, 
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stage w + I pertains to +(e, w) and either 
d ~ b and C 1.2 occurs at stage w + 1 
or 
d ~ b and either Ct . I  o rCt .3  occurs ,  
where d is tile greatest initial segment era(e ,  w) such that d ~ (£  v(c, w) )  
C a(e, w) if v(e, w) ~ F(a(e, w)) and where d is a(c, w) otherwise. Let 
v(e, w) = t. Suppose that w > s or does not exist and that a(c, q) 4= co for 
all q, u < q < s. Then b c a(e, s), otherwise the least y such that 
b 4 a(c, y + !) wotlld be a candidate for  w. 
Let m be the least number  if any such that m < v(c, s) and for some 
e .-) b, e ~ ( f  m) < c and a(c. s) ge .  Let z be the least number  >u such 
that v(c, ." + I ) > m. Then z < s and e '~ (.t; m) c a(c, z + 1) because 
ate, s) c a(c, z + 1 ) c c. Note that e is the greatest initial segment o f  
a(e, z + 1) such that e '~ ()'] m) c a(c, z + 1). Otherwise there exist e' and 
m' < m such that e' '~ (.t, m')  c a(c, z + 1) and e' D b, which contradicts 
the choice o f  m. Suppose v(c, z + 1) = m, then because m < v(c, s) there 
exists a least r, z < r < s, such that stage r + 1 pertains to e(e, z). Either 
C 1.1 or C1.3 occurs at stage r + 1, or a(¢, r + 1) = e. In the former case, 
since a(c, r) D a(c, s) ~ b. r is eligible as w contradict ing w > s; and in 
the latter the choice o fe  is contradicted since a(e, s) c a(c, r + 1). Thus 
v(c, z + 1 ) > m. whence m ~ Do(a(c, z + 1)), which means that fo rsome 
m' < m and e' 3 e we have a(c, z + I ) D e' ~ (f, m'). It is easy to see 
that a(c, s) ¢ e'. whence m' has the defining properties o f  m and the 
minimality o f  m is contradicted. We conclude that m does not exist 
whence a(e, s) =b or v(c, s) ~ k < O(b). Applying P l (2 )  to e(e, u) we 
get a contradict ion o f  the hypotheses that a(s + 1 ) D b and a(s + 1) < b n a0 
It follows that either w < s or a(e, q) = co for some q in u < q < s. 
Suppose u' does not exist or w > s. Consider the least x suchthat  
u < x < s and a(c, x + 1) = to. Note that a(e, u + 1 ) 4= co because 
b n (f, k) c c. Stage x + 1 pertains to e(e, u) otherwise ¢~(b, 1, v + t ) 
would be destroyed at stage x + 1. We can now repeat he argument 
made above about m but reading x for s. We can conclude that either 
a(c. x)  =b or a(e, x)  ~ b '~ (£  k) and F(a(c, x)) - F(b) has no member  
< v(e, x). We now argue by cases to show that in fact x is a candidate 
for w. Let v(e, x) = l' ~ F(a(e. x) )  and let d' be the greatest initial seg- 
ment ofa(e,  x)  such that d' '~ (f, l ') c a(e, x).  I f / '  < k then d' 3 b im- 
plies that either C1.3 occurs at stage x + 1 or C1.2 occurs and 
a(e, x + 1) = d' because some number < k and >l'  is in F(d')  and hence 
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q~Do(d'). I f / '  < k and d' ~ b, then either C1.2 occurs at stage x + 1 or  
C1.3 occurs and a(c, x + 1) = a(c, x)  because some number >t' and < k 
is in F(a(c, x)). I f / '  = k then d' = h and either C1.3 occurs or C1.2 oc- 
curs at stage x + 1 and a(c, x + 1) = b because some number >k  and 
< O(b), ] tbr instance, is not in Do(b). I f  1' > k then a(e, x)  = b. otherwise 
F(a(e, x) )  - F(b) contains a number < l' = v(c, x) .  Either C1.2 occurs at 
stage x + lor  C1.3 occurs and v(c, x)  >i ] since a(c, x + 1 ) = ~.  The latter 
is impossible because it implies that for some y, u < 3, < x, a(c, y )  = b, 
v(c, y )  =] and $(b,/', y + 1 ) = w. This completes every case except that 
in which v(c, x)  qt F(a(c, x)) ,  but then Ci.  1 occurs at stage x + 1 and 
d = a(c, x)  ~ b. We have finally shown that w exists and w < s. 
We complete the proof  by obtaining a contradiction. I fd  ~ b then 
CI.2 occurs at stage w + 1 and by P5 some stage >w and ~< s + 1 has 
characteristic < b, contradiction. Suppose b = d and CI.  1 occurs at stage 
w + 1 and 1 = vfc. w) >t L Then a(c, w)  = b and $(b, L Y + I ) = ¢o for 
some y in tt < y' <~ w, contradicting the choice o f  o. Notice that if d = b 
and C1.3 occurs at stage w + 1 then 1 =/,: Thus b c d, e#(d, L w) is 
enumerated in Cat  stage w + 1 through CI.1 or CI .3 and i fd  = b then 
l< j .  I fd~ b n (2,~ k) we get ~(d, L u) < #(d, u )< q~(b, k, u) from P2(2) 
and $(b, k, u) ~< $(b, L u) from P4(2). I fd  = b, then $(d,/ ,  tz) < ¢~(b,], u) 
from P4(2). Thus in any case $(d, L u) <~ ¢(b, 1, u) = $(b, 1, w). Hence 
there is a least y such that u < y < w and $(d,/ ,  y + 1) = w; otherwise 
$(b, L it) would be destroyed at stage w + 1. Further, $(d, L y)  must be 
destroyed through CI : otherwise ither e(e, y + I ) = ¢o or $(b, L t + 1) = w 
both of  which are impossible. Let stage y + 1 pertain to e(e, y)  where 
e(e, y)  was enumerated in A at stage z + 1 < y + 1, then b c d c e, 
d n do ~ e and v(e, y )  = i. I f z  < u, then z < u < y. In this case applying 
PI.1 to e(e, z) we can refute a(u + 1) = e n a2" By repeating the argume,lt 
that m cannot exist, w~th w playing the role of  s, we see that either 
a(e, w) = b or v(c, w) < k. I f  u < z then u < z < w. In this case applying 
PI (1) to e(c, u) we can refute a(z + I) = e ~ a : .  Finally, if u = z then 
e = c and v(e, y)  = l = v(e, w). This is impossible because C1 pertains to 
e(e. y) = e(e, w) a~ stage y + I, whence v(e, y)  < v(c, y + 1 ) <~ v(e. w). 
This last contradiction shows that (iii) cannot hold and completes the 
proof of  P4(3). 
Proof of  P5. We recall the hypotheses: e(c, t) is enumerated in A at stage 
t + 1, u is the least number > t such that a(e, u + I ) = w.  s is the least 
number >u such that a(s + 1) ~ d and a(s + 1 ) < d '~ a o and no stage 
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>u and ~ s has characteristic < d, If .stage u + 1 pertains to e(c, t) and 
C I. 2 occurs, d is the greatest initial segment o f  a(e. u) such that 
d ~; ( f  v(c, u)) c a(c, u). If  u = t, d = c. Otherwise d = a(c, u). We have 
to show that if  d = c then c '~' w c a(s + 1 ) and that if d 4= e then 
d '~ ( f  m) c c for some m and a(s + t ) < d ~ (.t] m). 
Let O(d) =/, From the definit ion (,~fa(c, s + t) in Cl and C5.2 we see 
that either d = c or d c~ (£  m) c c for some m. It fol lows that e(d, t )< co 
and that ~t(e(d, t), r) ~. ~u(d, t + 1) < a~. We claim that no number  
~t(e(d, t), t) is enumerated in C at a stage >r  and ~< s, For  proof  by 
contradict ion let v be the least number,  t < v < s. such that some num- 
ber ~</jt(e(d. t). t) is enumerated in C at stage v + I. Then a(v + I ) ~ d 
because ither v < u and a(e, v + 1) is defined, or u < v + 1 ~< s. 
Suppose that C3 occt~rs at stage v + 1 and that a(v + 1) = e '~ a I . Then 
e '~ a I 4: d. Let e ~ d. Since e '~ d o c d implies a(v + 1) < d, we have 
e d 0 ~ d and hence e(e, t) < ~.  By P2(1) or P . ( . )  as appropriate 
e(e, t) < e(d, t). I f  e(e, t) is destroyed at stage w + 1, t -<< w < v, then 
either afw + 1 ) < e or some number -<< e(e, t) is enumerated in C at stage 
w + 1. Now a(w + 1 ) ~ e since by hypothesis a(w + I) g d and if a num- 
ber ~< e(e, t) is enumerated in C at stage w + 1 the choice of  u is refuted. 
Remember  that e(d, t) <.< ~t(e(d, t), t) f rom § 1, Hence e is not a proper 
initial segment of  d. 
l fd  c e then d '~ d o c e. Otherwise we should have either a contra- 
diction by P I ( I )  i f v  < u or,~ contradict ion o fa (v  + I) gd  c~ a0 if 
u ~ v < s, Thus either d < e or d c~ do c e. Let d o be the greatest com- 
mon initial segment o f  d and e and let d o have length l0. From stage 
(v + 1, l 0) the least member  o f  l(l o + 1, v) is >la(d. v). But ta(d, v) 
) la(d, t + 1 ) ) ~l(e(d. t). t) a",d so the choice of  v is refuted, because in 
stage v + 1 the number  enumerated in C is sup l(lh(e), v) ) inf l(l 0 + 1, u) 
It follows that one o f  Ct . l  and C1.3 occurs at stage v + 1. Let stage 
v + 1 pertain to e(e, v) where e(e, v) = e(e, w) is enumerated in A at stage 
w + 1 < v + 1 and where u(e, v) = k get .f = a(e, v) if C 1.1 occurs at 
stage v + 1 and otherwise let f be the greatest initial segment o fa (e ,  v) 
such that f '~ (l~ k) c a(e, v). Then ~(f.  k, v) is enumerated in C at stage 
v+l .  
Suppose e < d then w < t because no stage >t  and ~< s has characteris- 
tic >d.  Let e o be the least initial segment o fe  such that O(e o) = u(e, t). 
Let t o be the least stage >t  p: taining to e(e, w) then t o <~ v + 1 and 
e o '~ a o = a(to). From stage t + 1 either e 0 < d or e 0 n do c c which 
makes a(t o) < d, contradict icn.  The same argument shows that if w < t, 
then e ¢ d. 
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Suppose e c d and t < w; then a(w + 1 ) = e ~ a 2 ~ d. In this case 
e c~ w c d, because = d would contradict he choice ofs.  From P6(3), 
s incea( t+ l ) 3 e n w and a(z) ~ e for all z in t < z ~< w + l, we lave 
a(w + 1) ~ e n w; contradiction. Suppose d c e and t < w; then 
d n do c e. Otherwise a(w + 1) ~ d and a(w + 1 ) < d ~~ a o contra~:ticting 
the choice ofs. l fd  c e and w < t, let d I be the least initial segment o fe  
such that O(d 1 ) = v(e, t); then d 1 ~ d. Otherwise by PI(2)  a(t + 1 ) ~ d l '~ d o 
or a(t + 1) = d I n ao" contradiction. Further  d '-~ d o ~ d 1 , because other- 
wise a(t + 1) < e and e(e, w) would be destroyed at stage t + 1. Hence 
dceandw<t implya(o+l )3d  l ~ d and a(o + l ) < d ~ o o, which 
contradicts the choice ofs .  Notice also that i fd  < e, then certainly t < w, 
otherwise (e, w) is destroyed at stage t + I making it impossible ior stage 
o + 1 to pertain to e(e, w). 
There now remain only two possibilities regarding d, t, e and w: 
(i) t<wandd<eordnd0ce;  
(ii) t = w and e = e. 
From the definition of.¢ we know that either f=  e or f n (Yl k0) c e for 
some k 0 ~< k. Let (i) hold; then either d '~ d o c .if or d < .f or f n (f, k0 ) c e 
andf  n (f, kl) c d for some k I ~< k 0 or / "n  w cd .  Supposef  n w c d; 
then a(t + 1 ) 3 f n w. Applying P6(3) we have a(w + 1 ) D .f ,~ w, because 
w > t, a(u) 5~ffor  all u in t < u ~< w, a(w + 1 ) D fand  a(w + I ) < jf '~ a 0. 
This contradicts a(w + 1 ) = e n a2" Thus either d n do c fo r  d < fo r  
j fn (3'; k l )  c d where k I </ , :  In each of  these cases it is easy to see using 
P2 and P4 that/ i(d, w) < $(~ k, w)< oa, because a(w + 1) D . fand  
a(w + 1) < .f'~ a 0. Note that e(d. w) ~ oa for the following reasons: 
e(d, t) <~ ~l(e(d, t), t) < oa and if a number ~ e(d, t) is enumel~ated in C 
at a stage >t  and ~<w then the choice ofv  is contradicted and no stage 
>t  and <w has characteristic < d by hypothesis. Since w < v, ¢(f .  k, w) 
~< ~b(f, k, v) and so the number ~b(f k, o) enumerated in C at stage o + 1 
is >ta(d, t + 1) and hence ,< ~t(e(d, t). t). This contradicts the choice ofo. 
Now let (ii) hold and suppose firstly that CI.  1 occurs at stage o + I, 
then f= d because a(e, o + 1 ) = a(c, o + I) = oa in this case. i f / r= d = c 
then from the oc,zurrence of  C5 at stage t + 1, ~t(e(d, t), t) < q5(L k, t) 
because k ~ F( f l .  I f  f=  d ~ c. then c 3 jfn (f, ko ) for some k 0 < k and 
~l(e(d, t), t) < q~( ~ k, t) since a(t + I ) ~ f '~ (f, ko) and k $ F(.f) .  Sec- 
only suppose C1.3 occurs at stage o + 1; then f n (.t~ k) c arc, o) c c. 
By induction on z, a(e, z) ~ fn  (.t~ k) for all z in v < z < u, whence 
jfn (f, k) Cd .  Now since C5 or C6 occurs at stage (t + I, lh(d)) rather 
than C4 we have ~l(e(d, t), t) < sup/0h(d) ,  t). But sup/0h(d) ,  t) < $(.f, k, t) 
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because[  ~ ( f  k) c d. Thus again ~t(e(d. t), t) < $(f .  k, t). Now in 
every case $(f ,  k, t) < to from P4( 11. whence ~t(e~d, t), t) < 4~(f, k, v) 
because $(f,  k, t) < $(f .  k, o). This contradicts the choice of  v and 
completes the proof  of  the claim that no number < ~(e(d, t), t) is 
enumerated in C at a stage >t  and ~< s. 
The remainder o f  the proof  of  P5 is straightforx~artl. Suppose d 4: c 
then d '~ if,  m) c c for some m. Let u 0 be the least number >t  such that 
either a(c, u o + 1 t = d or u 0 = u. Stage tt 0 + 1 pertains to e(c, t) and 
CI .2 occurs, whence 4~(d, m, u o + I) = ~o. 1-tencc O(d, m. s) is assigned at 
some stage u! + 1 < s where tt I >u  0. Now e(d. t) = e(d, s) whence 
~t(e(d, t), t) ~ O(d, t + 1) ~</a(d, u 1 ) < 6(d, m, s ) .  
For any m 0 such that m < m 0 -< / and t.~l 0 ~ Do(d~ uF(d)  we have 
~l(e(d, t), t) < ~b(d, m 0` t) < co since a(t + 1 ) z d ~ (]; m). (Of course, 
for m 0 > l  or m o ~ Do(d), ¢(d. m 0' s) = co3 Let p be the length o fd .  V,e 
have shown above that ~t(e(d, s), s) = ~l(e(d, t), t), whence C4 does not 
occur in stage (s + 1, p) because sup l(p, t) <~ sup l(p, s). This last in- 
equality is east to verify when one notices from the description of  stage 
(s + 1, i) that if C6 occurs in stage (s + 1, i) then sup l(i + 1, s) 
= inf {sup l(i, s), ok(b, j, s)}, and that otherwise sup l(i + 1, s) = sup l(i, s). 
From the hypotheses of  P5 neither C1 nor C2 occurs at stage (s + 1, p). 
Further since e(d, s) < ¢~, nor does C3 occur. Thus either a(s + 1) D d '~ w 
ora(s  + !) =d ~ a z ora(s + 1) D d ~'~ (.£ m') where m' is the greatest 
] ~< I such that j ~ F(d) and ¢(d, j, s) ~< ~l(e(d, s), s). But above we have 
shown that ~l(c(d, s), s) = ~l(e(d. t), t) < ~(d, m o, t) < (p(d, m o, s) for all 
m 0' m .~ m 0 ~< L Hence m' < ~L This completes the proof  of  P5 when 
d~ c. l fd  = c then from the occurrence o fC5.3  at stage (t + l ,p )  we 
have 
~-l(e(c,t),t+ 1)= 1 -A (e (c , t ) , t+  I ) .  
It follows easily that a(s + 1 ) D d '~ w using the same kind of  argument 
as for the case in which d ~ c. 
Proof of  P6t 1 ). Let b ~ d 0 c a(t + 1 ), ¢(b, t) < ~o, t < s and a(u) q~ b n do 
for all u in t < u --< s + 1. For proof by contradiction fix t and choose the 
least s > t such tl~at either c(b. s + 1 ) 4: c(b, t) or/ l(b, s + 1) 4: ~t(b, t) or 
some number ~< ta(b, t) is emmaerated in A u C at a stage >t  and ~< s + 1. 
If e(b, s + ! ) 4: e(b, s) then some number < e(b, s) and hence <~ #(b, s) is 
enumerated in C at stage s + I, since a(s + I ) ~ b by hypothesis. If
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ta(b, s + 1 ) ¢ ~(b, t) then either some number  ~< e(b, s) is enumerated in t? 
at stage s + 1 or/ J (b,  s) < ta(b. s + I ) < ~ through the occurrence o f  C2.1 
C5.1 or C6 at stage s + 1. If  C5.1 or  C6 occu~ then a(s + ! ) < b ~ d o 
contrary to hypothesis. 
Let C2.1 occur  at stage s + 1 then for some n ~ Do(b), (~(b, n. s + 1 ) 
< ~(b, n, s) = ~.  Let  c be the ~eatest  initial segment o f  b for which 
O(c) = n. Then a(s + 1 ) = c n ao whence c ~ d o q~ b ~-~ do. Thus c is a 
proper initial segment o f  b. Also O(b, n, t) < w: otherwise a(t  + 1) would 
be either ~ c n do or = c n ao" (When d o is replaced by d I we may have 
c = b in which case ~(b, n, t )<  w because b ~ d I c a(t + 1).)Since 
~(b, n, s) = ~ either some number ~< ~(b. n. t) is enumerated in C at a 
stage 1> t + 1 and < s or we have ¢(b, n, u + 1 ) = ~o through C 1 for some 
u, t ~< u < s. In the former case recall that O(b, n, t)  ~< ta(b, t). In the 
latter case let stage u + 1 pertain to e(d, u) then b c a(d. u) c d and 
u(d, u) = n. Further,  either b = d or b n (j~ m) c d for some m. 
Thus e(d, ,t) cannot be enumerated in A at a stage >~ t + ! whence 
e(d, t) = e(d, u) and both v(d, t) and a(d, t) are ~: w. From the way in 
which a(d, t) and u(d, t) are defined, ~,(d, t) = n' ~< n and a(d, u) c a(d, t) 
where n' ~ D o (a(d, t)). Let c' be the least initial segment o f  b such that 
O(c') = n' then c' c c. Since n' qtDo(a(d, t) we have c' n do ~ b. Also c' 
is a proper  initial segment o f  b because c is. Since a(t + 1 ) 3 c ~ we should 
have a(t + 1) 3 c' n do or a(t + 1) = c' n ao through CI and e(d. t). This 
contradicts a(t + 1) 3 b. (When d o is replaced by d I we may have 
c' = c = b. We still have a contradict ion because a(t + ! ) 3 b n dl .) 
At this point we can infer that some number  <~/J(b, s) =/a(b, t) is 
enumerated in A t3 C at stage s + 1. Suppose e(c, s) is enumerated in ,1 ; 
then b 5~ c by P2(1 ). Also a(s + 1 ) = c '~ a 2 ~ b ~ d o by hypothesis. Thus 
either c n w C b or b n do C c is also ruled out by P2(1) we have 
c ~ wcb.  S incee :~ wCa( t+ l ) ,a (s+i J3canda(s+ 1)<c  ~a o ,we 
have a(s + I ) 3 c n w by P6(3). This contradicts a(s + I ) = c ~ a 2. 
There remains the case in which some number  ~</a(b, t) = p(b, s) is 
enumerated in C at stage s + 1. Then one o f  the three cases CI .  1, C1.3 or 
C3 occurs at stage s + 1. If  C3 occurs~ then sup l(i, s) is enumerated i~ C 
and from the way in which l(i, s) is defined sup I(L s) has the form 
¢(e, L s), where c n (1: 1) c a(s + I). I fe  c b, then either c n w c b ol 
c n (f,  k) C b, where k -<< L In the former case we have a(s + 1 ) ~ c ~ w 
by P6(3) as above, which contradicts a(s + 1 ) ~ c '~ (y~/). In the latter 
case/a(b, s) < $(c, L s) by P2(2) and P4(2) which is contrary to assun~p- 
tion. Since c ¢ b either b n do C c or b < c. (When d o is replaced by d I 
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we have the additional possibility that b '~ d I c c.) By P2( I )g(b,  s)< e(c, s) 
which again contradicts the assumption that  ~b(¢, ], s) </a(b,  s). 
Thvs either C t. 1 o f  C 1 3 occurs at stage s + 1. Again the number 
enumerated in C has the form ~(c, i, s). Also a(s + 1 ) = c o n ao where c o 
is the least initial segment o fc  such that O(c 0) =L l fb  '~ d 0 c c o or 
b < e o, then p(b, s) < e(c, s) by P2( I ), contrary to ~(c, L s) ~</a(b, s). ( I f  
d o is replaced by d x, again there is the case in which b n dl c c.) Thus 
c o c b. Let stage s + I pertain to e(d, s) = £ Also c = a(d, s) if C I. 1 oc- 
curs while c is the grcatest initial segment ofa(d,  s) such that c n (.t; ]) 
c a(d, s) if C1.3 occurs. Let e~d, s) bc enumerated in 4 at a stage < t; 
then a(d, s) c a(d. t) and v(d. t) < v(d, sL Let e 1 be the least initial seg- 
ment o fb  such that O(c 1) = v(d, t). TheT~ c I c c o, Since c I c b and 
b n do c a(t + 1) we have c 1 ~ d o c a(t + 1) through C1.4 at stage 
(t + !, lh(c 1)). Thus ~here exists a u. t < ,,~ < s, such that c 1 n a0 = a(u + I), 
which contradicts the assumption that a(tt + 1) 5~ b r, do . (When d o i~ 
replaced by d I we have a(t + 1) D b '~ d 1 whence c I ~ d o c b.) There 
remains the case in which e(d, s) is enumerated in A at a stage u + 1 > t. 
Since a(d, s) = c when C1.1 occurs at stage s + 1 and since v(d, s) =1, 
either c = d or c c~ (/~ i) c d where i < £ If b < c, then ~(b, s)< e(c, s) 
by P2( i ) which contradicts q~(c, i, s) </a(b, s). If b c c, then b n do c c 
since otherwise we should have a(u + 1) < b n do . Again P2(1) yields a 
contradiction. I f c  < b, then a(u + I) < b contrary to hypothesis. Thus 
c~ b. I f c  '~ w c b, then since a(u + 1) 3 c and a(t + 1) D c n w, it is 
easy to show by P6(3) that a(u + 1) 3 c n w. Buta(u + !) D c n w con- 
tradicts a(u + 1 ) = d :~ a 2. Since c ~~ w ~ b we have c ~ d; otherwise 
a(u + I ) = c '~ a,  < b. As noted above c n (.tl i) c d for some i ~< j. Since 
a(u + 1) = d '~ a 2 ~ b, c '~' (.[~ k) c b for some k < i. From P2(2), 
/a(b, t) < $(c, k, t). Since k ~< ] we have $(c. ,'c, t) ~< q~(c, ], t) < co by 
P4( I ) and (2). It follows that/a(b, s) = ta(b, t) < q~(c, ], s). contradiction. 
This completes the proof  of  P6( l ). 
Proof of P6(2). Let b na l  =a(t  + 1), t < s and a(u) ~ b na l  for all u in 
t < u < s + 1. For proof  by contradiction fix t and choose the least s > t 
such that e(b, s + i ) ~ ¢~(b, t + 1 ). Then some number < e(b, t ~ 1) is 
enumerated in C at stagc s + 1 since a(s + i ) ~ b by hypothesis. One of 
tllree cases CI.1,  CI .3 and C3 occurs at stages + 1. 
If C3 occurs, then sup ItL s) is enumerated in C. From the definition 
of / ( / ,  s), sup I(i, s) has the form $(c, L s):. where c n ( f , / )  c a(s + 1). If 
c c b~ then either c '~ w c b or c • (/~ k) c b where k < ]. In the former 
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case we easily obtain a contradiction via P6(3). In the latter v(b,  s)< $(c,.i. s) 
by P2(2) and Pd(2), contradicting q~(c, i, s) < e(b. t + 1 ) = e(b, s). I f c  ~b 
then either b < c or b n do c c or b n dl c c. In each of these cases 
/s(b, s) < e(c, s) by P2(l) ,  yielding the same contradiction. 
Therefore ither Cl.1 or C1.3 occurs at stage s + I. Again the number 
enumerated in C has the form 0(c. L s). Also a(s + l) = c O ~ a o where 
e 0 is the least initial segment of  c such that O(c o) = ]. If b 'a d o c Co, 
b n dl c e 0 o rb  < c o, then ta(b, s) < e(c, s) by P2( l ) ;  contradiction. 
Thus e 0 c b. Let stage s + 1 pertain to e(d, s). Then v(d, s) = ]. Further  
c = a(d, s) if C1.1 occurs, while e is the ~eatest  initial segment of  a(d, s) 
such that c :~ (f. ]) c a(d, s) if CI .3 occurs. If e(d. s) is enumerated ill A 
at a stage < t, then a(d, t) and v(d. t) are both ~ co. a(d, s) c a(d, t) and 
v(d, t) <~ v(d, s). Let e 1 be the least initial segment o fb  such that 
O(el) = v(d, t). Then c 1 c c 0. Since c 1 c b and a(t + 1)= b ~' a i , we have 
el c~ do c a(t + 1) through C1.4 at stage (t + l, lh(Cl)). Thus there exists 
u, t < u < s, such that c 1 c~ a0 = a(u + I). This contradicts the hypothesis 
that a(u + 1) g b n al" There remains the case in which e(d, s) is enumer- 
ated in A at a stage u + 1 > t. Notice that either c = d or c c~ (f, i) c d 
where i ~< ], because v(d, s) =] and either c(a(d, s) or e n (f,  ]) c a(d, s). 
I fb  < c, then/a(b, s) < e(e, s) by P2( l ) which contradicts $(c, ], s) 
< e(b, t + 1) = e(b, s). I f  b c c then either b n do c c or b '~ d I c c since 
otherwise we should have a(u + 1) < b n al" Again P2( l )  yields a contra- 
diction. If c < b we have a(u + 1) < b, again contrary to assumption: Thus 
c ~ b. I f  c n w c b then by P6(3) we get c :~ w c a(u + 1 ), since a(u + t) ~ c 
and a(u + 1) < c n ao" This contradicts a(u + 1 ) = d n a2" Since c '~ w ~ b 
we have c :# d; otherwise a(u + 1 ) = c n a2 < b. As noted above 
cn  ( f , i )  cd forsomei<£ S incea(u+l~=dn a2~b,c  ~( f ,k )  cb  
for some k ~< i. Through C3 at stage t + 1 some number ~< $(c, k, t) is 
enumerated in C at stage t + 1. By P4(2), .0(c, k, t) ~< $(c, L t). Hence 
¢(c, L t + 1) = co, and, assuming without loss of  generality that 
~(c, L s) < co, let o be the ~eatest  number < s such that ~(c./,  o) = co. 
Clearly o > t and $(c, L s) is assigned through C2. I at stage o + 1 whence 
e(b, ~ + 1) = e(b, u) < ¢p(c, L o + t ) = O(c, ], s). This contradiction com- 
pletes the proof of  P6(2). 
Proof of P6(3). Let b n w c a(t + 1), t ~< ~ and a(u) ~ b for all u ill 
t < U < S + 1. For proof  by contradiction fix t and choose the least s :~ t 
such that either e(b, s + l ) :~ e(b, t), or/z(b, s + 1 ) ~ l~(b. t), or some 
number ~< g(b, t) is enumerated in A u C at stage s + 1, or a(s + 1 ) D b 
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and a(s + 1) < b Ca a 0 and a(s + 1 } 4~b '~ w. We may suppose that P6(3) 
holds for ¢ instead of  b at stages --< s + 1 when c is a proper initial segment 
o fb .  
Suppose that ta(b, s) < Is(b, s + 1 ) < w through the occurrence of  C2.1 
at stage ~ + 1 : then do(b,/, s + 1 ) < co = do(b,/, s) for some ] ~ Do(b). By 
P4( 1 ), do b, i, t)  < 60. Hence there exists u, t'~< u < s, such that ~(b, ], t) 
is destroyed at stage u + 1. By hypothesis a(tt + 1 ) ,~ b. I f  some number 
< do(b, L t) is enumerated in C at stage u + 1, the choice o fs  is c3ntradicted 
Thus dO(h, L t) is destroyed by C1. Let stage tt + 1 pertain to e(c, u); then 
v(e, u) --/. If C1,2 occtn~ then b is the greatest initial segment ofa(c,  u) 
such that b '~ (.t;/) c. -,7(e, u), and i fC1.3 occurs then b isatc, u), T!ms 
either b ~~ ( f  k) c c for some k or b = e. Let e(c, u) be entmterated in A 
at stage v + 1. I f  v < t let e be the least initial segment of  b such that 
O(e) = v(¢, t). Note that e exists because v(e, t) < v(c, u) < O(b). Ap- 
plying P I (2 ) to  e(c, t~), we have a(t + 1)= e '~ a 0 ora( t  + t )3  e '~ d o be- 
cause a(t + 1) ~ b ~ e. But e n do ~ b and so we have a contradiction. 
Thus o ~ t. Since a(o + 1 ) < b ~ a o, by choice ors  we have a(o + 1) 3 b c~ w 
But a(v + 1) = e ~ a 2 whence e 3 b '~ w which contradicts our findings 
above. Thus ta(b, s) < Is(b, s + 1 ) < 6o cannot occur through C2.1. 
Suppose that ta(b, s) < ta(b, s + 1 ) < w through C5.1 or C6.. Then 
a(s + I) =b  '~ a 2 ora(s  + 1) ~ b '~ ( f  k) for some k. But a(s + 1) D b and 
a(s + 1 ) < b ~ e o imply a(s + 1 ) D b c~ w. This can be seen as follows. We 
have ta(b, s) = laCb, t), and no number ~</a(b, t) is enumerated in C at a 
stage >t  and < s. Let O(b) = n, From stage (t + 1, Ih(b)), ~.(e(b, t), t) <<. 
~< ta(b, t) because we have C5.2 rather than C5.1. It follows easily that 
~n(e(b, s), s) = ~,~(e(b, t), t). Also from the last paragraph it is clear that 
do(b,/, s) = do(0, L t) for al l j  < n. Let lh(b) = i as in the statement of  the 
construction :hen sup l(i, s) >i sup l(i, t) because the left hand side is in 
the inf of  certain values do(c,/, s) and the right hand side is the inf of  the 
corresponding numbers do(e, L t). (By P4( 1 ) the values concerned are < w 
whence do(c, ], s) f> q~(c, 1, t).) It is now clear that a(s + 1) D b ~ w be- 
cause a(s + 1 ) ~ b and because the inequalities making a(t + 1) 2 b '~ w 
are still true at stage s + !. This is a contradiction whence neither C5.1 
nor C6 obtains at stage s + 1. 
Since a(s + 1 ) ~ b, if e(b. s + 1 ) 4: e(b, t) or #(b, s + I ) 4: ta(b, t), then 
some number ~ ta(b, t) is enumerated in C at stage s + I. It only remains 
to consider the cases in which some number < la(b, t) is enumerated in
A u Cat  stages + I. 
Suppose that e(c, s) < ta(b, s) = ta(b, t) is enumerated in A at stage s + 1. 
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By P2(I) i fb < c, b n do ~. c orb  '~ w c c then ta(b, s) < e(c, s) which 
contradicts he choice ors. Also as shown .~bove, ifa(s + l) D b and 
a(s + l ) < b n ao , then a(s + l ) D b n w. hencee .~b,  l f c~b,  then 
e n w c b, o therwisea(s  + l) would be <b. But nowa(s + l) ~ c 'a w 
because a(s + l ) ~ c and a(s + l )  < c n ao" This contradicts a(s + l) = c ~ : a 2 
whence $ b. The only remaining possibility is e < b which also contra- 
dicts the hypothesis. 
Finally suplr, ose that some number </a(b, s) = #(b. t) is enumerated in
C at stage s + 1. Let C3 occur at stage s + 1, then sup l(i. s) is enunleraled 
in C at stage s + 1 for some L From the way l(i, s) is defined sup 1(/, s) 
has the form qb(e, u, s) and a(s + 1) 3 c '~ (f, D. Reasoning just as in the 
last paragraph we can rule out the possibilities b < c, c < b and b c c. 
Thus e ~ b. If c n w c b, then a(s + 1 ) 3 e c~ w, because a(s + 1 ) ~ c and 
a(s + 1) < c n a0" This contradicts a(s + ! ) 3 e n (.?~ ]). Since a(s + 1) q( b 
we have e n (f, ~:) c b for some k < ]. From P2(2) and P4(2) we have 
v(b, s) < ¢(c, k, s) < ~(c, 1. s) 
which contradicts the hypothesis. Thus C3 does not occur at stage s + I. 
Suppose that C1.1 or Cl.3 occurs at stage s + 1 and that stage s + I 
pertains to e(c, s). Then $(d, ]. s) is enumerated in C at stage s + i where 
] = v(c, s). If CI. 1 occurs then d = a(c, s) and if C 1.3 occurs then d is the 
greatest initial segment ofa(c, s) such that d c~ (f, i) c a(e, s). By P2(I) 
we cannot have b < d or b n do c d or b c~ w cd .  Let e(c, s) be enu- 
merated in A at stage u + l. Suppose u < t and let v(d, t) = ]' < j. Let e 
be the least initial segment o fc  such that O(e) =]'; then e cd .  Applying 
Pl(2) to e(e, u) at stage t + i we see that e $ b unless e n do ~_ b, be- 
cause a(t + l) D b n w. Now b 5~ e otherwise (e, u) would be destroyed 
at stage t + l, contradiction. If either e < b or e n do c b let v be the 
least number >t and < s such that stage o + 1 pertains to e(c. u). Then 
a(v + 1) < b contradiction. Thus b ~ e, whence b n w C e since otherwise 
e(c, u)  would be destroyed ,it stage t + I. But above we showed 
b n w c¢ d and e c d, contrauiction. 
Since u < t leads to a contradiction, u ;~ t. I fa(u + 1) 3 b and 
a(u + 1) < b n do , then as before a(u + 1) 3 b n w. (Note that by choice 
of u, a(u + 1 ) :# b n a0.) Hence if d 3 b then either d 3 b ~ d o or 
d 3 b n w, because a(u + 1 ) = e n a2 ' e 3 d and d ~~ d o qt e. But above 
we showed that b 4: at, b n do q[ d and b n w q~ d. Thus d :~ b and b 4: d. 
Since a(u + 1) ~ b by hypothesis, d ,~ b. It follows that d ~ b. I fC1.3 
occurs at stage s + 1 then d n (f, ]) c e. I fC l .1  occurs then either 
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d '~ ( f  k) C c ik)r some k < j oral = c. l fd  = c then a(u + I) = d n a2 and 
so d c~ w c b since a(u + 1 ) ,~ b by hypothesis.  Since a(t + 1) ~ d n w, 
a(u + 1) ~ d and a(u + 1) < d n ao" applying the proposit ion to d we get 
a(u + 1 ) ~ d c~ w, contradicting a(u + 1 ) = c n a2" Thus d :~ c, and the 
argument also shows that d n w ¢ b. In this case d n (£  k) c c for some 
k -~ j. Since a(u + I ) = e c~ a2 ¢~ b, d ~ (1] m)  c b for some m ~< k. From 
P2(2) and P4,/s(b, u) < ¢(d, ~:, u) ~. ¢(d, ], u) < co. Hence ta(b, t )< dp(d,], s). 
But O(d, L s) is meant to be the mm~ber ~7/a(b, t) enumerated in C at 
stage s + I. This contradict ion completes the proof. 
Proof  of  P6(4). Let b '~ a 2 = a(t + 1 ), t < s, a(u) ~ b ~ a 2 for all u in 
t < u < s + I and e(b, t) not be enumerated iliA at a stage >t. For proof  
by contradict ion choose the least s > t such that e(b, s + l) 4: e(b, t), 
or/~(b, s + l ) ~ u(b. t + l), or some number  ~</J(b, t + 1 ) is enumerated 
inAuCatastage>tand<s+l ,o ra (s+l )=bn a2" 
Let O(b) = n. Observe th:~t 
e(b ,s )=e(b ,  t), t z (b ,s )= la (b , t+ l ) ,  l a (b , t+ l )>~n(e(b , t ) , t )  
Now ~n (e(b, s), s) = ~n(e(b, t), t) < co because no number ~</a(b, t + l) is 
entmlerated in C at a stage >t  and < s. Thus X,(e(b, s), s) = ~-n(e(b, t), t). 
Since e(b, t) is not enumerated in A at a stage >t, we also have . 
A(e(b, s), s) = A(e(b, t), t). 
Now suppose that a(s + 1 ) ~ b and a(s + l ) < b n ao" From P4(1) 
0(b, L s) < co if and only if ¢(b, ], t) < co. Further, if q~(b, j, s) 4: ~b(b, ], t) 
for some L then ¢(b, ], s) is assigned at some stage > t + l, whence 
tt(b, s) :#/a(b t + l), contradiction. Let lh(b) = i as in the statement of  
the construct ioa ther. sup l(i, s) ~ sup l(i, t) because the left hand side 
is the inf o t  the members $(c, ], t) such that c n (f, ]) c b, while the right 
hand side is the inf o f  the corresponding numbers ¢(c, L s). By P4(1) the 
values concerned are < co whence (~(c, ], s) ~ $(c, ], t). Now C5 will occtir 
at stage (s + 1, i) because C5 occurs at stage (t ÷ 1, i). 
Suppose there is a stage u + ~ < t at which e(b, t) is enumerated in A 
then by P5 there exists a o, u < o < t, such that a(v + l) ~ b n w. The 
alternx, tive. namely that a(o + l ) < b, would destroy e(b, t) before stage 
t + l, contradiction. From P6(3) we get a(t + l) ~ b n w. contradiction. 
Thus A(e(b, t), t) = 0. It fol lows that C5.1 occurs at stage (t + l, i) since 
a(t + I ) = b n a2 and e(b, t) is not enumerated in A at stage t + 1. From 
above/a(b, s) ;~ ~n(e(b, s), s) whence C5. ! cannot occur at stage (s + l, i) 
i fa(s + l) ~ b. Since A(e(b, s), s) = 0 and e(b, s) is not enumerated inA 
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at any stage >t, neither caa C5.3 occur at stage (s + 1, i). Thus 
a(s + 1) :~ b n a2" 1ndeed we have the stronger esult that i fa(s + 1) 3 b, 
then a(s + 1) = b n a0 ora(s + 1) ~ b ~-~ d 0. For the rest of the proof ~e 
can follow the same line as for P6(3). 
Proof  o f  P6(5) .  Let b n ( f  ])  c a(t + 1 ), t ~< s and a(u) 5~ b '~ ( f  i) for 
all u in t < u < s + 1. For proof by contradiction fix t and choose the 
least s/> t such that the conclusion fails. 
Suppose that ~(b, k, s + 1 ) ~ ~(b, k, t) for some k < ], k ~ Do(b). Then 
q~(b, k, s + 1) = ¢o. Suppose that O(b, k, :) is destroyed by C1 at stages+ 1. 
Let stages + I pertain to e(c, s); then v(c, s) = k. I fC I .2  occurs, b is tile 
greatest initial segment ofa(c, s) such that b n ( f  k) c a(c, s) and ifC1.3 
occurs, then b is a(c, s). Thus either b n ( f  m) c c for some m ~< k or 
b = c. Let ~(c, s)  be enumerated in A at stage v + 1. If v < t, then by PI 
a(t + 1) :~ b n (f, ,/), contradiction. Thus v ~ t which means that either 
a (v+l )~b n ( fm)<b n ( f ] )o ra (v+ l )=b na2<b n (f, i), again 
a contradiction. Thus rather than ~(b, k. t) being destroyed by C I at 
stage s + 1 some number < ~(b, k. t) is enumerated in C at stage s + 1. 
Suppose that e(c, s)  is enumerated in A at stage s + I and that 
e(c, s) <~ ~(b, k, t) where k < ] and k q~ Do(b). By P2( 1 ) if b < c. b r~ do c ¢, 
or b n dl c c, then/a(b, s) < e(c, s) which contradicts e(c, s) < ~(b, k, t). 
Thus i fb  c e then b n (f, l) c c for some 1 ~ ] because a(s + 1) = c a a 2 
,~ b n (f, ]). Now ~(b, k, s) < e(e, s) from P2(2) since k < L again a con- 
tradiction. Therefore b ~: c. l f c  ~ b, then c ~a w c b, otherwise a(s + I )< b 
By P6(3) a(s + 1) ~ c ~ w because a(s + 1) ~ c and a(s + 1) < c n ao" 
This contradicts a(s + ! ) = c n a2 whence c ¢ b. The only remaining 
possibility is e < b which also contradicts the hypothesis. We conclude 
that in every case some number is enumerated in C at stage s + 1, that 
number being either < etb, t) or < ~b(b, k, t) for some k < ] and k ~ Do(b). 
Let C3 occur at stage s + 1. Then sup I0, s) is enumerated in C at stage 
s + 1 for some L From the way l(i, s) is defined sup I(L s) has tlle form 
~(e, m, s) and a(s ~ !) ~ c '~ (~m) .  As in the last paragraph we get 
b 5~ c, b q~ c and c r' w q~ b. Since c n ( f  m) c a(s + 1 ) ,~ b we have 
c n (f, l) c b for s~..me I ~< m. Now from P2(2) and P4(2) we have 
#(b, s) < ~(c,/, s) < ~b(c, r~. s) which contradicts the choice ofs .  Thus 
C3 is impossible. 
Suppose that CI. 1 or Ci .3 occurs at stage s + 1 and that stage s + 1 
pertains to e(c, s). Then ~(d, m, s) is enumerated in C at stage s + 1 where 
m = ~,(c, s). I fC l . l  occurs, then d =a(c, s) and if CI.3 occurs, then d is 
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the ,greatest initial segment ofa(c, s) such that d c~ (j~ m) c a(c, s). From 
P2(l ), each of  
b<d,  bn  doCd,  bnd lcd ,  bn  wcd ,  
leads to a contradiction. Let e(c, s) be enumerated it, A at stage u + 1. 
Suppose it -< t and let v(c, t) = m' < m. Let e be the least initial segment 
o fc  such that (Xe) = m' then e c d. From Pl(2)  applied to stage t + 1 if 
b 3 e then b ~ e '~~ d o. Since b ~ d from above, b ,~ e. Also the first stage 
o + 1 > t which pertains to e(c, u) is < s + 1 and a(o + 1) = e n ao" Hence 
e < b and e '~ d 0 C b are both impossible. Thas b ~ e. Since b n do c e, 
b ~ d I c e and b '~ w c e are all ruled out above, we have b n ( f  1) c e 
for some I. I f /<  l then a(v + I ) < b '~ (f, i), contradiction. If I >]  then 
e(c, u) is destroyed at stage t + 1, contradiction. 
Now b n ( f  i) c d is impossible because by P2(2) it ~ould  follow that 
e(b. t) ~. fb(b, k, t) < e(d, t) < cp(d, m, s) 
for each k < L k ~ Do(b). (It does not matter if there is no such k. ) Henct 
u < t is impossible. 
Suppose u ) t. l fC l .3  occurs at stage s + 1 then d n (f, m) c c. If 
CI.  1 occurs then either d n (.i; I) c c for some t < m or d = c. I fd  = b, 
then/~< m, otherwise a(u + I) < b n (f, j). In this case from P4(2) 
e(b, t) < ~(b. k, ;) < ¢(b, m. t) < ~p(d, m, s) 
tk~r each k < j, k ~. Do(b). This contradicts the choice of  s, whence d :/: b. 
l fd~ b, thend D b ~ ( f  I) tbr some 1, s inceb n do c d ,b  n dl c d and 
b '~ w c d are all ruled out above. Now]  ~< I since a(u + I) ,~ b n ( f  ]). 
From P2(2) 
e(b, u) < ~(b. k, u) < e(d, u) < ~)(d, m, s) 
for each k < ], k ~ Do(b). Again this is a contradiction whence d :~ b. 
From above b 4~ d and d 4~ b since a(u + 1 ) -¢, b. Hence d :% h. If d = e, 
then a(u + 1 ) = d ~ a 2 and ~;o d ~ w c b since a(u + 1 ) ,~ b by hypothesi,~. 
Nowa(u  + 1) D d '~ w by P6(3) since a(t + 1) 3 d n w; contradiction. 
Thus d * c and d n w ff b, Since a(u + 1 ) <£ b, the only remaining possi- 
bility is that d '~ (t~ k) c b for some k < m. From P2(2) and P4 
/a(b, u) < ¢)(d, k. u) < ~b(d, m, u) < w.  
This contradicts the choice o fs  and completes the proof  of  P6(5). 
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Proof of P6(6)+ Let b n ao = a(t + ! ), b C e. b c~ do q~ c, t < s, e(e+ s) < to 
and a(u) 5( b n a0 ~'or all u in t < u -N< s + 1. Suppose there is no stage 
a + 1 > t at which CI occurs and wh,:ch pertains to e(d, u)  where d c b 
or d < b n ao" We have to show that at stage s + l no number </a(c, s) is 
enumerated in C. For proof  by contradiction suppose that some number 
#(c, s) is enumerated in C at stage s + 1, and that stage s + 1 is tile first 
at which P6(6) i f  false. 
Suppose C3 occurs at stage ~ + 1. Then some number ¢(d, ], s) is 
enumerated in C at stage s + 1 where d '~ (]: ]) c a(s + 1 )+ Since 
a(s + 1) <~ b n ao ' d <~ b and also d ~ b fiaplies d ~ b '~ d 0. l fb  < d then 
c < d, whence tJ(c, s) < e(d, s) < ~(d, ], s)+ contradiction, Thus either 
d n w c b, d n (f, i) c b for some i < ] or b '~ d o c d. Suppose d <~ w ~: b 
then from P6(3) a(s + 1 ) ~ d ~ ~,,, because a(t + i ) 3 d ~ w, a(s + I ) ~ d 
and a(s + 1 ) < d n ao" Thus d n ~, q~ b. Suppose d n (.t; i) c b where 
i ~< L then/a(c, s) < qS(d, i. s) by P2(2) and ~(d, i. s) <<. ¢(d. ]+ s) by P4(2)+ 
Thus #(c, s) < ~b(d, L s) which is aiso a contradiction. Also b '~ d o c d is 
impossible, because by P2(1)/a(c, s) < e(d, s'). Thus either CI.  ! or CI .3 
occurs at stage s + 1. 
Let stage s + 1 pertain to e(d, s); ~hen by hypothesis either b < d or 
b '+~ d o c d. The number enumerated in C at stage s + 1 has the form 
~b(e, L s) where either e = d or e '~ (l~ i) c d for some i < ]. Let u + 1 be 
the stage ~< s where e(d, u) = e(d, s) is enumerated in A. Now t+ > t. other- 
wise e(d, u) would be destroyed at stage t + I. I fe  '~ w c b then 
e n w c a(u + I) by P6(3). This contr~:dicts a(u + ! / = d '~ a~ since either 
e = d or e '+~ (f, i) c d. Hence e +; w ~ i,. i f  b < e or b <~ d o c e, then 
ta(c. s) < eCe, s) by P2( 1 ). whence ta(c, s) < +S(e, ], s?l. Since d ~ a 2 
= a(u + 1) <~ b '<~ a0, the only other posmbilily is that e n (f, i) c b 
where i ~< L In this case t~(c, u) < +S(e. i, z,) ~< ~(e, L u) by P2(2") and P4(2). 
Thus again/J(c, s) < ~(e. ], s) unless/a(c, t') </J(c, s). 
Let v be the least number if any such titat t.-, ~ v < s and t~(c, u) < la(c. v + I) 
S incebcc ,  bn  do~4canda(e+l )5 (bnao  ,C2.1 occurs at s tagey+ I. 
Thus a(o + 1) = c o n ao tk)r some e o c b. Let c I be the least initial seg- 
ment of  d such tha+ O(c l) = ]. Since ~b(e. ], ~) is enumerated in C at stage 
s+ 1, u(d, s )=L  A;~oe I c ec  bs inceO(e)>~] .  From PI(1) if 
a(v + 1) ~ c 1, then a(o + 1) 3 c I n do . Now e o and c I are comparable 
since both are c b. I f c  1 ~ e, then c I c~ do q~ e since v(d, s) = ] ft Do(a(d, s)l. 
Also from above e n do q~ b, Since c~ c e c b it follows that c~ '~ d o ~ b. 
But ifc~ c c o thena(o  + i )=c  o n ao 3 c~ w~ence b D c 0 ~ c~ '~ do: 
contradiction. Thus c o ~ c~. 
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Let O(c 0 ) =/0, then $(e, ./0, v) = co. But c o ~: d o (~ b, whence 
c o '~ d o ~ d, whence $(c, ]o, u) < co. Let w be the least number such 
that tt <~ it,, < v and $(c, i 0, w + 1 ) = co. Such w exists because stage v + 1 
must be concerned with assigning a value < co to 4~(c, ]0, v + 1 ), whence 
$(c, ]0, v) = co. Since $(c, ]o, w + 1 ) = ~o either O(c, ]o, w) is destroyed 
through C ! or some number ~< O(c, ]0, w) is enumerated in C at stage 
w + 1. The former contradicts the hypothesis of  the proposition, the 
latter contradicts the chalice ors.  Therefore w does not exist, whence v 
does not exist. 
It tk~!lows that i fC l  holds at stage s + I then ~u(e, s) < qS(e, ], s). But 
some number < #(c, s) is supposed to be enumerated in C at stage s + l 
whence O(e, L s) ~ v(c. s). This concludes the proof. 
Proof of  P7. Let b 'a (.t] ]) c a(s + 1 ) for infinitely many s and a(s + 1 ) 
< b '~' ( f  i) for at most a finite number ofs. We must show that there 
exists s such that b '~ ()'; ]) c a(~ + 1) and $(b, ], s) is arbitrarily large. 
Let S = {s: a(s + 1) ~ b '~ ( f  ])). For proof  by contradiction assume 
that $(b, ], s) is bounded for s E S. There exist at most finitely many 
s ~ S such that C3 occurs at stage s + !, because at each such stage 
$(b. L s) is destroyed and its next finite value is strictly greater. It fol- 
lows that the set 
= {<c, t>: c D b '~ (]i ]), e(c. t) < co, and e(c, t - 1) = co} 
is finite. C1 occurs at stage s + I for at most finitely many s, because 
for each such s there exists ( c. ~'~  (~ such that stage s + 1 pertains to 
e(c. t} and at most a finite number of  stages pertain to each e(c, t). There 
are at most a finite number o fs  ~ S such that C2 occars at stage s + I. 
For each such s there exists (c. t> ~ g and n such that e(c, s) = e(c, t), 
n ~ O(c). and 
sup {q~(c, n, u) : ¢(c. n, u) < w, u <~ s} < ~O(e, n, s + 1) < ~b(b, ] s~. 
Since ~p(b, L s) is bounded as s runs through S at most a finite number of  
s ~ S pertain to each pair < e, t >. If C5.1 occurs at stage s + 1, s ~ S, then 
for some ( c, t) ~ ~', e(c, s) = e(c. t) and/s(c, s) </a(c, s + 1 ) < q~(b ], s). 
If C5.2 occurs at stage s + 1, s E S, then for some ( c, t) E (~, e(c, t) is 
enumerated in A at stage s + I. Thus there are at most a finite number of  
s~ S such that C5 occurs at stage s + 1. Since one of C1, C2, C3 and C5 
occurs at every stage, and S is infinite, we have the desired contradiction. 
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Proof of P8. Let e(e, t) be enumerated in A at stage t + I, :~ > t, e(c, s) 
=e(c, t), O(b) = n, b c c, lh(b) = i, a(s+ 1) D b, C1.4 occur  at stage 
(s + 1, i), stage (s + 1, i) pertain to e(c, t), and d be the greatest initial 
segment ofa(c,  s) such that d n (f. n) c a(c, s). We must shCw that 
~(d, n, s) = ¢(d, n, t). For proof  by contradict ion suppose that 
~b(d, n, s) ~ cp(d. n, t). Let u be the least number  ~ t such that if(d, n, u + 1) 
4: ~(d, n, t); then u + 1 < s and q~(d, n, t) is destroyed at stage ;t + !. 
Since sta~:e (s + 1, i) pertains to e(c, t) we have b c d c c. Sinc~ 
e(e, u + 1) = e(c, t), a(u + 1) 4: d. Therefore either 0(d, n, t) is •estroyed 
through CI or some number  < ~(d. n. t) is enumerated in C at s°age u + !. 
Suppo!~e that ¢~(d, n, t) is destroyed through C I. Let stage u + 1 pertain 
to e(c', u) where e(c', t,) was enumerated ill A at stage t' + I. Th~n 
v(c', u) = n, c' ~ d 3 b and a(u + 1 ) = b n ao" From the hypothes~s it is 
clear that ~,(c, s) = n, whence c :~ c' and t' 4: t because v(c'. u + 1 ) > n. 
Suppose t' < t; then a( t + 1 ) ~ b .n do by applying P I (1)  to e( c', ut. This 
contradicts a(t + 1) = c ~ a 2 because n q~ Do(c). A similar contradit ion 
arises from supposing t < t'. Thus some number  < ~(d, n, t) is enun,er- 
ated in C at stage u + 1. 
Suppose that C3 occurs at stage u + 1 then the number  enumerated in 
C at stage u + 1 has the form ¢~(e, L u) where e n (f, ]) c a(u + 1 ). N¢~w 
e n (f, j) 4: b since e(c, t) = e(e, u + t ). By P ! (1) if b c e, then b n d~ c e. 
I fe  n w c b, then e n w c a(u + I) by P6(3); contradiction. If  
e n (f, k) c b for some k ~< L then ta(d, t) < ~(e, k. t) <. ¢(e, L t) < co !~y 
P2(2) and P4, whence c~(e, j, u) q~ d~(d, n, t). t fb  c~ do c e or b < e, the,a 
Is(d, u) < e(e, u) by P2( l ) ,  Whence again ~(e, j, u) ~. ¢~(d, n, t). Since th~s 
exhausts all possible relationships between e and b, C3 does not occur a: 
stage tt + 1. 
It is clear that either C1.1 or C1.3 occurs at stage u + 1. Let 
a(u + i ) = b' n ao and stage u + 1 pertain to e(c', u) where ere', u) = e(c', t') 
was enumerated in A at stage t' + 1. Let v(e', u) = n' and if n' ~ F(a(c', u)), 
let d' be the greatest initial segment ofa(e ' ,  u) such that d' '~' ( f  n') c 
c a(c', u). Clearly b' c d'. 
Suppose C !. I .~ccurs at stage u + 1 ; then the number  enumerated in 
C is ¢J(a(e', u), n '  u). Let t' = t; then c = c' whence a(e, u + 1 ) = c0. Thus 
stage (s + 1, i) ca:mot pertain to e(c. t), contradiction. Let t' < t then 
c 4: b' since e(c', t + 1) = e(e', t), and i f c  3 b', then c D b' n do by P I ( I ) .  
Now c 3 b' n do is impossible because it implies a(u + 1 ) < c and hence 
e(c, u + 1 ) ~ e(c, u). Similarly b' 4: e. Thus e C b' and c 4~ b'. Since 
e(c', t + 1) < co we have a(t + 1) 4: b',  whence c n w c b' C a(t' + 1). By 
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P6(3) we get e '~ w c a(t + 1), contradict ion. Let t' > t, then b' 4: b 
since e(b, t' + l ) < u~ and c' D b implies c' D b n do by P 1 ( 1 ). Thus 
b' ~ b implies b' ~ b ~ d 0, because ither b' = c', or b' c c' and 
b' n do ~ c'. I f  b < b'  or b n do c b',  then either d < a(c', u) or 
d n do c a(c', u), since d ~ b, a(c', u) ~ b' and b n do ¢d .  In this case, 
by P2( 1 ) and P4( l ) 
~(d, n, t) = ¢(d, n, :') < ¢(a(c', u), n', t'~ < co. 
It follows that ~(d, m t) < (~(a(c', u), n', u). 
There remains the case in which o' ~ b. Recall that either b -- d c e 
or b c d c c and d < b n do . Notice also that if b and a(e', u) are incom- 
parable with respect o c ,  then a(c'. u) > b. Otherwise a(t'+ 1)= c' n a2 <c  
and e(e. t) is destroyed at stage t' + 1, con:radiction. Recall that if c' ~ b, 
then c' ~ b '~ d o. Thus eithera(c' ,  u) c b or a(c', u) D b n do or 
a(c', u) > b, whence either a(c', u) c b or a(c', u) ~ d n do or a(c', u) > el. 
In the second and third cases $(d, n, t) < (a(a(c', u), n', u) as above. Thus 
suppose a(c', u) c b, I fa(c ' ,  u) = c' c b, then c' 4: b from above, and 
c' n wC b since e' '~ a z - 'a(t '  + 1)5~b. By P6(3)c '  n wC b implies 
e' n w c a(t' + 1), impossible. Therefore a(c', u) n ( f / , )  c c' for some 
f < n'. I fa(c' ,  u) -b ,  then a(t' + 1) ~ b and a(t' + 1) ~ b n do , contrary 
to P I ( I ) .  Alsoa(c'. u) n w C b can be ruled out just asc '  '~ w c b was 
ruled out above. Since a(c', u) n ( f , / ' )  c c' < b it must be the case that 
a(c', u) n (f, j) C b for some]  ~< ]'. From P2(2) and P4 we have 
~(d, n, t') < ~(a(c', u), n', t') < w, wh,ence ~(d, n, t) = 4ffd, n, t') < 
< ~(a(c', uL n'. u). Again this is a contradiction. 
Thus C1.3 must occur  at stage u + I. Let t' = t; then c' = e, v(c, u) =n' < n 
and b c a(c, s) c a(c. u) by comparing stages u + 1 and s + 1. From C1.3 
a(c, u + 1) = a(c, u) and n' < v(c, u + 1) ~< n. By induction on v, if u < v 
and a(c, w) :~ co for all w in u <~ w < o, then d' c a(c, o). Hence 
d' c a(c, s). Since C1.4 occurs at stage (s + I . i ) ,  n ~ F(a(c, s)) and so 
d' c'_ d, Since n' < n, d' '~ (f, n') cd .  From P2(2) and P4( t )  we have 
$(d, n, t) < ¢(d', n'. t) < w. Thus the number ¢(d', n', u) enumerated in 
C at stage u + I is >$(d,  n, [). contradiction. The cases in which t' < t 
and t' > t are treated in the same way as when CI. 1 occurs at stage u + 1 
except that when t' > t, d' and n' now play the roles which a(c', u) and 
1' played before. 
Proof of P9(I ). Let b, c and t satisfy: O(b) = n q~ Do(b), b c c, e(c, t) is 
enumerated in A at stage t + l, lh(b) = i, and for infinitely many s stage 
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(s + 1, i) pertains to e(c, t). We must show that A ~ 0, .  Let S denote the 
set of  all s such that C, .4 occurs at stage (s + 1, i) and stage (s + 1. i) 
pertains to e(e, t). Since S is infinite t(c) = e(e. t). For  all s ~ $, v(e, s) = n 
and a(e, s) takes a fixed value which will be denoted by e. From the 
hypotheses of  C 1, b c e c e and n E F(e). Let d be the greatest initial 
segment o fe  such that d c~ (f, n) c e; then d D b. Recall from the defi- 
nition ofa(c,  s) that either e = c or e c~ (l~ m) c c for some m < n. 
From P4( 1 ) $(e, n, t) < ~,  because n E F(e)  whence n q~ Do(e). Let 
O(e, m t) be assigned at stage u + 1. Now e(e) < $(e, n, t) immediately 
when e = c, and from P2(2) and P4 otherwise, it follows that e(¢, u) = r~(e), 
because when e(e, u) is assigned it is larger than any number yet used, 
Suppose for the moment  h:~t e '~ (t~ m) c c where m < n. Let b 'n , b n, 
be the greatest initial segments of  e such that O(b 'n ) = m, O(b ' )  = n 
respectively. Then b m ~ b n since at < n and n ~< O(e). Also b m '~ d O ( b n 
since m q~ Do(e). Now a(u + 1 ) = b" ~ a o whence 0(e, m, u) < ~.  Further 
q~(e, m, u) must have been assigned after t(c)  since otherwise ¢(e, m, u) 
would have been destroyed when t (e) was assigned. Thus t (c) < ~(e, m, u) 
We conclude that, whether e ~ (j] m) c c or not, t (c) = e(c, u) < Is(e. u). 
It follows from the occurrence of  C2.1 at stage u + i that 
A(r(c) ,  u) = On(*(e), u) 
B~(x, u) = q~in(x, u) for all x ~ O,,(e(c), u), i <~ 1 
q~(e, n, u + 1) > sup( {On(e(c), u)} L) { ~ iu,,(x, u): x ~ O,(e(c), u), i ~ 1)). 
From P4(3), no number < ~(e, n, u + 1 ) is enumerated in A u C at a 
stage >u and < t. It follows that no number ~< On(e(c), u) is enumerated 
in B ° u B,I z u C at a stage >u and ~< t and hence that 0n(~(c), u) = 
= On(c(c), t) and On(:Z(c), u) = On(e(c), t). Now 
q~(e, n, t) ~< q~(d, n, t )<  w 
from P2(2) and P4 since e ~ d '~, (j] n). From P8,~(d. n) = ~(d, n, t) 
whence no number ~< O(d. ~:. t) is enumerated in C after stage t. Since 
C1.4 occurs at s age (s + l, i) for infinitely manys  in $, no number 
~< 0n0:(e), t) is enumerated in B ° u B 1, after stage t. it follows that 
It n ~ (c) = On(~(c),'t) and 0 n ~(c) = 0 , ( t  (c), t). But s;~nce ~ (c) is enumerated 
inA at stage t + 1,A~(c)  = I and 0,(¢(c) ,  t) = 0. ThusA ~(c) ~ 0,,c(c) 
which completes the proof. 
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Proof of  P912L Let O(b) = n~ Ill(b) = i, and let there be at most a finite 
number of  stages with chan~cteristic < b '~ d 0. Let e be such that, for in- 
finitely many s, a(s + 1) ~- b n do and stage (s + 1, i) is associated with c. 
We must show that either A ~ O,,, or B ° 4~ , 0, or B], 4=,  ),. We have 
(e) < ~ and (a(c, n, s) = co for all sufficiently large s, because otherwise 
~(e. n, s + 1 ) < co = 4~(e, n, s) for infinitely many s which would make 
a(s + .1,) = b '~' a o < b '~ d o for infinitely many s. We claim that if 
d < b ~ d o or d = b, then either ta(d) < 6o or o(d, s) = co lbr all suffi- 
ciently large s. For proof  by contradiction fix d which refutes the claim. 
Since at most a finite number of  stage have characteristic < b '~ d 0, 
e(d, s) and is(d, s) are < co for all sufficiently large s. For the same reason 
there are at most a finite number o fs  such that C1 occurs at stage s + 1 
and stage s + ! pertains to e(e, s) where e ca a ,  < b ~~ d 0. Remember that 
to each number e(e. t) at most a finite number of  stages pertain. Further 
asing P6(3) if e n w c b then a(s + l)  = e c~ a2 for at most a finite num- 
t er ofs .  Thus at most a finite number of  stages + 1 pertain to e(e, s) 
uheree<bn do oreCb.  
If possible fix m such that O(d, m, s + 1 ) = ~ > 4~(d, m, s) for infinitely 
m my s. Let S consist o f  all s such that ~(d, m, s + 1 ) = co > 49(d, m, s), 
a(.,, + 1 ) 4: b '~ d o , and if stage s + I pertains to e(e, s), then e g b n do 
and e ¢ b. From our remarks above S is infinite. Consider s ~ S. If 
o (a  m, s) were destroyed through C 1 then stage s + 1 would pertain to 
e(e, s) such that e = d or d ~ (.t] 1) c e. But d = b or d < b n do , whence 
e = 0 or e < b '~ d 0, contradiction. Thus 4~(d, m, s) must be destroyed 
by a number < O(d, m, s) being enuraerated in C at stage s + 1. 
St.ppose C3 occurs at stage s + 1 then O(e,/, s) is enumerated in C 
where e '~ (1] ]) c a(s + 1 ). I f  e(d, s) was assigned at stage u + 1 then no 
stage >it and <s  + 1 has characteristic <d.  Thus by P6(3) i re  n w c d 
then a(s + 1 ) D e c~ w: contradiction. Recall that either d = b or d< b ~ d o 
and a(: + ! ) 4: b n do . Examining cases we find that either d < e, or 
dC~ d0ce ,  o ren  ( fk )  cd forsomek~<] .  From P2 and P4 we now 
have is(:/, s) < O(e, ], s), contradiction. 
Supp,~se CI. 1 or CI .3 occurs at stage s + 1 and that stage s .~ i pertains 
to e, then 01 f, J, s) is enumerated in C at stage s + 1 for some f such that 
either.f=, e o re  ~ fn  (f, k) lbr some k < i. By definit ion of  S, e 4: b n do 
and e ¢ h. Since either d = b or d < b n do , we have either d < e or 
d n do c e. By P2(I ) is(d, s) < e(e, s). I f  f=  e we have e(e, s) < O(f, ], s) 
immediately, l f f  n (.tl k) c e for some k <~ j, let e(e, s) be enumerated 
in A at stage t + 1. Then from P2 and P4 
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e(e, s) = e(e, t~ < 0(~, k, t) ~< ¢(L 1, t) < o~. 
Thus in this case we also have e(e, s) < ¢(f, j, s). If follows that 
¢(d, m, s )< la(d, s~< e(e, s )< ¢(L J ,  s ) .  
This is a ~ontradiction since ~he number enumerated ill C at stage s + 1 
should be -<< $(d, m, s). Therefore m does not exist. 
It follows that for all sufficiently large s, ta(d, s) < ta(d, s + 1) < ,,~ 
cannot ari:~e through C2.1. The only other way ta(d, s) </a(d, s + l ) < 
can arise is through C5.1 or C6 which require a(s + ! ) < b ~ d 0, Again 
this is impossible for all sufficiently large s. This completes the pro.of of 
the claim. 
Let S' co:lsist of  all s such that a(s + l) D b '~ d 0, stage (s + 1, i) is 
associated with c, no stage >s has characteristic < b n do , and for all d 
and t 
(d -= b or d < b n do .  ^ . t > s) -* la(d, t) = t~(d) .
From the claim and the hypothesis of the proposition, S' is infinite. 
We next claim that for s o and s 1 in S', inf l(i, So) " inf l(i, sl), Recall 
from the construction that inf l(i, s) is the least number exceeding cer- 
tain numbers p which arise in the stages (s + l, ]), ] < i. When a(s + 1) D b 
some of the numbers p have the form tl(d, s), d < b, which are tile same 
for s = s o as for ~ = s 1 by choice of  $'. The other numbers p derive from 
the proper initia* segments o rb  and are the same for s = s o as for s = s 1 
by P6. For example suppose d r~ (f, ]) c b then by C6 inf l(i, s) must 
exceed e(d, s) anti also ¢(d, k, s) for each k < j such that ep(d, k, s) < co. 
I3y P6.5, e(d, s o) ~: e(d, s 1) and ¢(d, k, s o) = ¢(d, k, s l) for each k < ], 
k ~ Do(d ). This establishes the claim. 
On the other ha,ad from P7 it follows that sup l(i, s) is unbounded for 
s ~ S'. Now recall the conditions that p must satisfy from C2.1. Note 
from the first claim that la(c, s) = ~(c) < ~ for all sufficiently large s. 
Note, also from our first claim, that 
sup (ta[d, ~ ): e(d, s) < w .^. c n (f. n) C d or d < c n (f,  n)) 
is fixed for all su,ficimtly large s. Since (b(e, n, s + 1) = co for each s E S', 
either A(x)  4:0 n (x) f Jr some x < It (c), or 0,~ It(c) = ~,  or B~,(x) * ,#~(x) 
for some x < Onlt(c) and some i < 1, c~r 0 ~n(x) = ~ tbr some x -< On~(c) 
and some i < i. In each of these cases either A ~# On, orBn ° , ,n  n, or ,1 
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Proof of PIO. Let e(c, t) b~'~ enumerated ill ,4 at stage t + 1. Let n ~< O(b) 
and n ~ Do(b). Let b ~ ( f  m) c c where m ~< n, or b = c. We have to 
show that On(e(c, t), t) ~< ~ b, n, t) < 6o. Suppose b '~ (f, n) c c. Then 
from P4(. t) and P2(2) eithe; n ~ O(c), n ~Do(c)  and ¢(e, n, t )<  ~(b, n, t)< co, 
or there exist b' and n' < n :;uch that n' ~< O(b'), n' q Do(b') and 
b ~'~ ft'. n) C b' '~ (.t: n') c c From P4( 1 ) and P2(2), ~(b', n', t) < ~b(b, n, t) 
< w. Thus we can ignore the case in which b n (f, n) c c. We treat the 
case in which b '~ (f, m~ c c where m < n, and indicate in parentheses 
the changes necessary for the case in which b = c. From P4( 1 ) 
O(b. , .  t) < co, Let ¢(b. , ,  t~ te  assigned at stage u + 1. Then e(c, t) =e(c, u), 
otherwise q~(b, n, u + 1 ) would be destroyed at the stage where e(e, t) is 
assigned (where e(c, t~j is destr ~yed). Note that 4~(b, m. u) < ~ because 
the definition of  ~(h, m, ~ + 1~ has priority over that of q~(b, n, u + 1). 
Also e(c, t) = e(c, u) < cb(b, m, ,~) ~< In(b, u) because ~b(b, m, u) must have 
been assigned after e(c, u). Fror;a the application of C2.1 at stage u + 1 
we see that 0,~ (e(c, u), u) < ~(b, n, t) and for each z <~ O,~(e(c, u), u) 
i , i , @~¢., t , )<¢(b ,n ,u+l )=c~(b ,n ,  t5 fo r i=0,1 .  B,~(., u5 = 'I,,,(., u), ,  . . . .  
The desired conclusion follows plovided that no number ~< ¢(b, n, t) is 
enumerated in A u C at a stage > u and < t. 
Suppose for proof by contradiction that some number ~< 4fib, n, t) is 
enumerated in ,4 u C at stage v + i. u < v < t, then the number must be 
enumerated in A. Otherwise ~(b, n~ tt + 1) would be destroyed at stage 
u + 1 contrary to the choice of u, Let e(d, v) be enumerated in A at stage 
v + 1. Since e(d, o) < ¢(b, n, o~, frown P2 b n (f, n) ,~ d. Frown P6(3) if 
b ~ w c d, then b a w c a(t + 1), whence b '~ w (~ d. Also d ,~ b since 
e(e, o + I) < o~. For the same reason, if d c b then d n w c c. (If b = c, 
d = b is impossible because (d, u) cannot be enumerated in A twice.) 
But i fd  n w c c. comparing the stag~' where e(c, o) is assigned with stage 
o + 1, from P6(35 we deduce that d c~ w c a(o + I), contradiction. The 
only remaining possibility is that b n ~f, l) c d for some 1 ~< n. Let x be 
the least number >o such that a(d, x ~- 15 = w. Let randy  be defined 
from d, o and x as d and s ;~re defined :'rom c, t and u in the statement 
of P5. l f f~  b then 3, <~ t. Further no stage s + 1, x ~< s < y, has charac- 
teristic </s ince  e(c. 3') = e(e, uS. Now from P5 a(y  + 1) < b whence 
e(c, u'l is destroyed before stage t + 1, c.~ntradiction. Thus b c f. 
We claim that there exists z o < z <~ :;, such that stage z + 1 pertains 
to e(d, o) and one of  the following possi ~ilities holds 
(i) CI . t  occurs, b '~ (f, 15 c a(d, z) a~d u(d, z) <~ l, 
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(ii) C1.3 occurs and there exists b' such that b ~ b' n (f,  v(d, z) ~ c 
c a(d, z) and ~,'d, z) < 1, 
(iii) C1.2 occurs, l = n = v(d, z) and b is the greatest b' c a(d. z) such 
that b' n (f, l) c a(d, z), 
(iv) C1.1 occurs, a(d. z)  = b and ~,(d, z) ~< n. 
To prove the claim choose b' and i' ~< 1 i f  possible such that b c b' and 
b' n (f, l,) c a(d, x). Minimize l' and then maximize the length o fb ' .  
Let z o be the least number >o suct~ that v(d. z o + 1 ) > l'. 
Suppose v(d, z o) < l' and v(d, z o + 1 ) < ~;  then either l' ~ Do(a(a~ z0+ 1)) 
or 1' ~ O(a(d, z 0 + 1 )) since b' n ( f  ,') c a(d, z o + 1 ~, In either case there 
exists l" < 1' and b" such that b" n (/.  1") c a(d, xJ. But this ~a.~ntr,'~dicts 
the choice of  l', whence v(d, z o) < I' replies v(d, z 0 + 1 ) = ¢.o and z 0 = x. 
I f  ~,(d, z 0) < l' and C 1.1 occurs at stage z o + i, then we can take z = x 
and (i) holds. I f  v(d, z 0) < l' and either C1.2 or CI .3 occurs at stage 
z 0 + 1, then v(d, z o) has the defining rroperties of  i', contradiction. (In 
the case of  C1.2 recall that f~  b when.'e b ~ . fn (j~ v(d, Zo)) c a(d, -o).) 
Now suppose v(d, z 0) = I'. Recall that 
b ~ b' n (f ,  l') c a(d, x)  c a(~I, Zo). 
I f  C 1.3 occurs at stage z o + I, (ii) holds with z = z o. If C 1.1 occurs at 
stage z 0 + 1, (i) holds with z ,  z 0. Now let C1.2 occur at stage z 0 + 1 and 
consider cases as follows. I f /  < l and z 0 -C x then b' '~ (f,  l') ~ a(d, z o + 1)n 
n (f, l'). This implies that b' ~ b" n (.t~ 1') C a(d, z o + 1 ) for some 1" < 1' 
and some b", contradiction. I f / '  < I and z e =x,  then f= b' and b c~ ( f , / )  
c .( n (.t~ l') c a(d, x). Since a(d, x + 1 ) = to 
x >1' a x ¢ O( f )  .-~. X e Do( f )  
Again the choice o f / '  is contradicted. I f / '  = I and b ~ b', then the choice 
of l' can be refuted as before. I f  l' = L b = b' and l < n, then z o = x since 
otherwise a(d, z o + ~ ) = b'. We have a contra:l iction because n is eligible 
as a value for ~(d, z 0 + 1 ). Finally, if l' = l, b := b' and 1 = n. then we can 
take z = x and (iii) holds. 
We conclude that i fb '  and l' exist then z exists. Suppose now that 
there are no such b' and l' then clearly a(d, x)  = b and so l= b also. 
Stage x + i per, ains to e(d, o), otherwise $(b, r, o) would be destroyed 
at stage x + 1 through a(x + 1) being < b or sorle number < e(d, o) 
being enumerated in C. Since a(d, x)  =/ 'e i ther  ~'! .1 or C1.3 occurs at 
stage x + 1. Since a(d, x + 1) = ~o either C I . I  occurs or v(d. x l  ~ n. Now 
consider cases. Let l = n then O(b, n, u + 1 ) is de,troyed at stage x' + 
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through C1,2 where x' is the least number >v  such that a(d, x' + 1) = b. 
Since v(d, x') = I < O(b) we have x' < t which cont-adicts $~.b, n, u + 1 ) 
= $(b, n, t), Thus l < n. Suppose v(d, x)<~ n and C1.1 occurs at stage 
x + 1 then (iv) holds with z = x. I f  a(d, x) > n then ~'or some x",x' < x" < x, 
v(d, x") = n and 4~(b, n, t /+ 1) is destroyed through C1.3 at stage 
x"  + 1 < t, contradiction. We have ~hown that z ex iss  whether b' and I' 
exist or ~',ot. 
Now z < t because v(d, z )< O(b). If ( i i i )holds thea ~b(b, n. u + 1)is 
destroyed at stage z + 1 < t, contradiction. In each of the other cases 
there exists e and j = v(d, z) < n such that j -<< O(e), j ~: Do(e), ¢(e, ], z) is 
enutuerated in C at stage z + I and either e = b or e ~ o '~ (L  1). From 
P4 and P2(2) 
4~(e, L v) ~< 0(b, t~, v) = ~(b, n, u + 1). 
Since $(b, n, t) = 4~(b, n, u + 1 ) and z < t, q~(e, j z) 4: ¢(e, j, v). Let z' be 
the least number >v such that $(e, j. z' + 1) = co. Now $(e. j, u) is de- 
stcoyed through C1 at stage z' + 1. Otherwise 4)(b, n, u + 1) would also 
be destroyed at stage z' + 1. Let stage z' + 1 pertain to e(d', z'); then 
v(d, z) =j = v(d', z') andz '  < z. Therefore d 4: d'. Since d' 3 b and 
d' ;b b '~ d 0, e(d', z') cannot be enumerated inA after stage v + 1. Also 
e(d', z') cannot be enumerated in A b,ffore stage o + 1, because this 
would be inconsistent with a(v + 1) 3 b n ( f, l). This contradiction com- 
pletes the proof  of  P10. 
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